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ABSTRACT

The object of the thesis is to obtain the apparent- resistivity curves and induced -

polarization (IP) effects that are utilized in geophysical exploration. Two different

earth geometries, the thin horizontal conductive layer and vertical dike, were stud-

ied. The solution for both cases is identical. First, quasi- static electrical conditions

were assumed, so that the problem could be solved using potential fields. The exact

solution to the problem was obtained by using the Bessel integral formulation. Also,

the image method was employed to find the potential fields. We noticed that the

image -type series converges best when the dike or layer was thick (ratio of thick-

ness to electrode spacing, b /a, is large) and the reflection coefficient was not near

±1. Otherwise, it is preferable to employ the thin conductive sheet model. The

next step was to determine the dilution and distortion factors which are relevant to

the induced polarization response. Finally, numerical results were obtained using

a Fortran computer program. These calculations were compared with some results

taken from the literature and good agreement is seen.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The induced -polarization (IP) method of geophysical exploration started with

the work of Schlumberger in 1920. It has been developed for field exploration

by Brant and his group at Newmont Exploration Limited during the late 1950s

(Brant, 1981). The IP method is a special case of the complex- resistivity method,

which is an extension of the resistivity technique. In the resistivity technique the

voltage or potential difference is measured between two electrodes when an electric

current is injected into the earth formations at two different electrodes. The current

is then suddenly turned off, but the difference of potential does not immediately

drop to zero in the IP technique. It will decay slowly over a period of time. During

this phenomenon, when current flows from an electrolyte into a metal, chemical

processes are involved (electrode polarization and overvoltage). Such processes can

take place in rocks containing grains of conductive minerals, such as sulfides and

oxide minerals, dispersed through the rock. At the boundary between the electrolyte

and the metal, polarization effects are produced. When an electric current is passed

through an electrolyte bounded by metal electrodes, the accumulation of the ions

at the electrodes produces the phenomenon called polarization, which consists of an

electromotive force acting in the opposite direction to the current, and producing

an apparent increase of the resistance (Maxwell, 1892).

An important paper about the theoretical basis of the IP technique was pub-

lished by Seigel in 1959. He formulated a relationship based on the proportionality

of polarization with current density and defined chargeability, m, in terms of a

change in resistivity. Then, he determined the apparent chargeability, ma, for any
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polarizable body and any electrode array. The apparent chargeability is a sum-

mation of all chargeabilities, m;, times the weighting function or dilution factor,

B. The dilution factors are obtained by simply differentiating the logarithm of the

apparent- resistivity expression with respect to the logarithm of the resistivity of the

medium that is polarizable. Such a result was obtained by Seigel (1959) using only

first -order theory. Wait (1959) in the same year showed that a similar formulation

could be developed in the frequency domain by admitting the possibility that the

complex resistivities of the region are complex and frequency dependent. Also, he

has showed that the higher order terms for the apparent resistivity may be impor-

tant, particularly for highly polarizable media (Wait, 1981). He indicated that the

apparent resistivity is complex and frequency dependent for time harmonic current

sources to analyze IP responses. The second -order terms, which might be called

distortion factors, involve double differentiation in the dc formulation.

In this thesis, we review an exact solution for the apparent resistivity and IP

parameters, dilution and distortion factors, over a thin overburden layer, vertical

dike, and single contact models. To introduce a family of dimensionless dilution

and distortion functions, a two -electrode system (pole -pole) and a four electrode

system (dipole -dipole) arrays are considered. First, the potential field of a pole -

pole and dipole -dipole arrays, located on the surface of a thin horizontal conductive

layer, is determined exactly by using the Bessel integral method. From the potential

solution, dilution B1, B2, etc. and distortion factors B11, B12, etc. are derived for

this earth geometry. The image technique is a relatively simple means of finding

solutions to Laplace's equation for certain special but useful geometries. For this

reason, the second part of this study deals with the apparent resistivity and dilution,

and distortion factors observed on the surface due to an outcropping dike of any

width, by using the image method. An electrical image is an electrified point or
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system of points on one side of a surface which would produce on the other side of

that surface the same electrical action which the actual electrification of that surface

really does produce (Maxwell, 1892). Electrical images correspond to virtual images

in optics in being related to the space on the other side of the surface. The method

of images allows the removal of discontinuities in resistivity by introducing fictitious

image current sources of the proper strengths (Ludwig, 1967). Although the image

method gives the correct solution, the convergence of the series may be very poor

for a thin dike that is highly conductive. Fortunately, the highly conducting thin

dike case can be handled directly using a Bessel function transform model such as

discussed by Wait (1982) and Aguirre (1986).

In this presentation, we assumed that a dike consists of a vertical slab of ma-

terial bounded by two parallel planes and surrounded on both sides with a material

whose resistivity is different from that of the dike itself. We solved the dike prob-

lem, because in geophysics two vertical contacts are a model for two parallel faults.

The dike is assumed to be of infinite length in the direction of strike and of infinite

depth extent. We also assumed that the electrodes are located on the surface of

the dike. Such a dike formation and a borehole in an infinite formation are actually

equivalent (Wait, 1986 and 1987).

The resistivity effect of a hemispherical sink should have some similarity with

the resistivity effect of a vertical dike or a pair of vertical faults. So, it is useful to

compare the results with Peters' (1988) computed resistivity and IP dilution curves

for a hemispherical body for pole -pole and dipole -dipole configurations. Finally, the

theoretical results of apparent resistivity and IP effects are compared the results of

Dakhnov (1962), Ludwig (1967), Telford (1976), and Keller (1970).
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CHAPTER 2

ANALYSIS OF APPARENT RESISTIVITY

FOR DIFFERENT EARTH GEOMETRIES

2.1 Two -layer Horizontal Earth Model

Pole -pole and dipole -dipole arrays, as indicated in Figures 2 -la and b, at the

surface of a two -layer earth model, are considered in this presentation. There is only

one current, C, and one potential, P, electrode for a pole -pole array. In the field

investigation, this is not possible. The second current and potential electrodes are

placed at a large distance; they have practically no influence on the measurements.

This array is also called half- Wenner. The second electrode array used is a dipole -

dipole which has two current, C1 and C2, and two potential, Pi and P2, electrodes.

The distance between electrodes is a. However, the distance between the first

current and first potential electrodes depends on n which is any integer. When n is

increased, deeper information is obtained. For this investigation, we chose n is 2.

We also did some calculations for different ratio of resistivities of layers when n is

1, 3, and 4.

The potential field of these two arrays for electric direct current (dc) flow

through the earth is determined by solving Laplace's equation for an appropriate

set of boundary conditions. The purpose here is to examine an apparent resistivity

for a two -layer earth model by using such potential equations. We also assumed

that the thickness of slab is sufficently small and can be represented as a thin sheet.

Here the dc method is discussed to illustrate the use of the thin -sheet approximation

(Fig. 2 -2b). The kernel function and limiting case are used to solve this approxi-

mation over the thin -layer horizontal earth structure. In this geometry, let pi and
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p2 be the resistivities of the upper and lower horizontal layers, respectively, and d

be the thickness of the first layer.

2.1.1 Basic Derivation of DC Resistivity Formula for Pole -Pole Array

The potential equation about a single point source of current above a homo-

geneous, isotropic earth can be developed from two basic considerations which are

Ohm's law,

J = E, (2.1)

and the divergence condition (Keller and Frischknecht, 1970),

V J = 0, (2.2)

where the potential gradient E = -gradU, J is the current density, and p is the

resistivity of the medium. These two equations may be combined to obtain Laplace's

equation

v2U = o, (2.3)

where U is a scalar potential function.

A Cartesian coordinate system is placed with its origin at C, x -axis parallel

to the surface, positive y -axis downwards, and positive z -axis perpendicular to and

out of the plane of the paper. The formal mathematical solutions for this medium

must satisfy Laplace's equation (2.3) everywhere except at the point C. The solution

of Laplace's equation in geophysical problems was first given by Stefanescu et al.

during the late 1930s (Wait, 1982). In this part of the chapter, we will follow his

steps for the mathematical solution of two-layer earth model. These mathematical

solutions must meet the following boundary conditions.

a) The potential is continuous at z = d

U1 =U2. (2.4)



b) The normal current density is continuous at z = d

IaUl_ Iau,
pi az P2 az

c) The vertical current density must be zero at the surface of the earth

au; - 0.
az

16

(2.5)

(2.6)

In cylindrical coordinates, U is a function of (r,z). Because of a symmetry

of the solution with respect to the vertical coordinate axis, the derivative of the

potential with respect to 0 must be zero. Therefore, there is no 0 dependence in

this geometry. In dc conditions, U satisfies the differential equation of Laplace's

equation in cylindrical coordinates except at the source.

a2U i aU a2U
ar2 + r ar + az2

0. (2.7)

This equation may be solved by separation of variables. Then, the solution of

equation (2.7) can be written as

U(r, z) = R(r)Z(z). (2.8)

Substituting equation (2.8) into (2.7), gives two ordinary differential equations

for R(r) and Z(z):
02 1 aR
ar2 + r ar +

a2R
= 0,

02
A2 = 0,

az2

(2.9a)

(2.9b)

where A is a separation variable.

The solutions of equation (2.9a) are Bessel functions of the first, Jo(Àr), and

second, Yo(Àr), kinds.

R(r) = AJo(Ar) BYo(ar). (2.10)
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The Bessel function of the second kind, Yo (.1 r), is infinite as r goes to zero. For

this reason, it cannot appear in the present problem (B = 0). So Jo(Àr) is the only

solution of R. The solution of equation (2.9b) is

Z(z) = CeAz + De-Ax. (2.11)

Using equation (2.10) and (2.11), the secondary potential U8 is obtained since

it vanishes if the thickness of the layer goes to infinity (Wait, 1982).

and

Us (r, z) A'JoPtr)e-az + B`Jo(Ar)e)z. (2.12)

The secondary potential when 0 < A < oo is

f00
z) [A Jo(Ar)e-az B'Jo(.r)e]d. (2.13)

We normalize the two coefficients by

A' -A27r1'

B'=B2r1

(2.14a)

(2.14b)

If the potential electrode P is very close to the current source (r -* 0), the effect

of the second layer can not be seen. Therefore, the ground seems to be homogeneous

in all direction. When the current I is injected into the earth at the origin of the

cylindrical coordinates, the potential can be taken to be

/pi 1

27 (r2 + z2 ) 2 '
(2.15)
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where Up is the primary potential. Then, the primary potential can be written

in a form similar to the secondary potential by using the Weber -Lipschitz integral

(Watson, 1944).

Up =j22-1- % Jo(Ar)e -azda. (2.16)

Finally, the resultant potential in the upper layer should be a summation of

primary and secondary potentials:

U = Up + Us. (2.17)

For a horizontally bedded earth, the resultant potential at 0 < z < d is deter-

mined by using equations (2.16), (2.13), (2.14a), and (2.14b)

Ul
27r1

[J c°
[(1 + A())e-Az B(A)e+azj Jo(Ar)d1 .

o J

The appropriate form for the potential in the lower layer at z > d:

U2 2 L

¡ C(A)e-az Jo(ar)da + J D(.)eazJo(r)da] .

0 o

(2.18)

(2.19)

In equation (2.19), the function DO) must be zero because U2 is finite as z

becomes infinite. So equations (2.18) and (2.19) contain three unknown functions

A(A), B(0), and CO). The functions can be determined by applying boundary

conditions equations (2.4), (2.5), and (2.6). Then, the constants A, B, and C are

computed with Cramer's rule:

adke
(2.20)

(1 - ke-2")'

B = A, (2.21)

ke-2ad
C = 1 + (1 - ke-2" J

(1 _Fend), (2.22)
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where k = (p2 - pl) /(p2 + pl) is defined as the reflection coefficient, which varies

between +1 and -1. If the second layer is a pure insulator, i.e., p2 = co, then

k = +1 and if the second layer is a perfect conductor, i.e., p2 = 0, then k = -1.

Hence, the potentials at 0 < z < d may be expressed by

Ui
2r1

[10 e-azJo(r)da
+ fo
'

1 kketad (e-ax e+az) Jo(.r)dA, . (2.23)

The surface potential U1 at any point on the surface due to a current I is

introduced (Wait, 1982).

Ui(r, 0) 2' [f° Jo(ar)dA + j°° [A() + B(.)] Jo(Ar)d., . (2.24)

Using the Bessel integral identity (Watson, 1944)

Jo

00

Jo(Ar)da = 1r .

Then, the surface potential is obtained by

Ui
(r, 0) = 27rr

G(r, k),

where G(r, k) is defined as a Green is function

or by

(2.25)

(2.26)

/0

oo e-2X d
G(r, k) = 1+ 2rk tad Jo (r)d.. (2.26a)1-ke-

27rr Ì1 = piG(r, k). (2.27)

Now in the quantity on the left -hand side of equation (2.27), the ratio U/I is the

resistance R, and so the left -hand side of the equation becomes 2irrR (Tagg, 1964).

But this is the expression which when the pole -pole array is used in homogeneous

soil gives the resistivity. Now, if the simple expression is used in the two -layer
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problem, it gives an "apparent resistivity," which is designated by pa. So equation

(2.27) can be written,

Pa = pl G(r, K). (2.28)

From equation (2.28), it is possible to calculate pa/pi for any given value of k.

2.1.2 Thin -sheet Limit for Pole -Pole Array

If the thickness of a slab is sufficently small, it may be represented as a thin -

sheet problem. The expression for the potential due to a point source of current on

the surface of a layered earth is

U(r) = 21 [f0 Jo(Ar)dA -{- 2k J e kezaa Jo(.1r)da] . (2.29)

The solution of the first integral in equation (2.29) is, as already indicated, 1 /r.

The second integral times the reflection coefficient is called the Stefanescu's kernel

function (Koefoed, 1979). It is controlled by the resistivities of the layers, pi, p2,

and by the depth of the boundary planes, d. The integral in equation (2.29) can be

numerically evaluated by the kernel function. Substituting k into equation (2.29),

we obtain

or

U(r) - 2r1
'

[
(1-

1 + )

+ (i
1 -Pi)e-d ] Jo(.r)da. (2.30)

O ( +
ei.

) ( )
2a

P2 Pz

-na.1. (tad)
T P2 l+e ] J(Ar)da (2.31)2r 1-e-2aá +l1+e- P2

1 -e -2ad
In this expression, 14--7-7-/ is equal to tanh(ad). Then, the surface potential is

U
I

0

1+tanh(Ad)
Jo(.r)da. (2.32)

27r E tanh(Ad) -}- a I
P2

In equation (2.32), the term in bracket is the resistivity transform, T(a), in-

troduced by Koefoed in 1970. The resistivity transform is defined by the equation
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T(À) = p1K, which has the same meaning as the subscript of the Slichter kernel

function.

d J2rld
T(,)Jo(ar)da. (2.33)

The resistivity transform has the physical dimension of a resistivity. The resis-

tivity transform is also a function of the layer parameters and of a, which has the

dimension of a reciprocal length. There are some interesting analogies between the

resistivity transform as a function of the length, 1 /A, and the apparent resistivity as

a function of the electrode spacing. In the analysis presented here, we assume that

the slab is a thin conductive sheet. Therefore, as Ad approaches zero, the hyperbolic

tangent approaches Ad, and equation (2.33) takes the form for a thin sheet

I °°fd +d2AE1
,¡ L id + J

where,

Jo(.1r)daU =
271-g o Pz

g= -d =o1d
pl

(2.34)

(2.34a)

where a1 is the conductivity of the surface layer, which is 1 /pi .

Because the thickness of the conductive surface layer, d, is sufficiently thin

(d -* 0), higher order terms of d are neglected. Thus, (Aguirre and Wait, 1985),

U
9 02ir

¡
A

Jo(Ar)dA. (2.35)

where o2 is the second -layer conductivity, equal to 1/p2. By using the following

identity,

1

00

e-(a+ e x)dx (2.36)A+-Jo9

and the Bessel integral identity given by Watson (1944, p. 331, #3 with w = 0 and

v = 0),

% Jo(,r)d = 2 [Ho(rz) - Yo(rz)]
0

(2.37)
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where z = Q2 /g, Ho is the Struve function, and Y0 is the Bessel function of the

second kind of order zero, the potential U is now written in terms of conductivity

U =
4g

[Ho C2-.2-) -Yo(r92)]. (2.38)

From equation (2.38), the apparent- resistivity formula over a thin horizontally

bedded earth is evaluated (Aguirre and Wait, 1985):

pa = :7,.,rPl [Ho (LL, ) -Yo ( rPl )
P2 p2 p2 dp2 ]

(2.39)

Figure 2 -3a shows pal p2 plotted as a function of rpildp2 on semi -logarithmic

paper. It is computed by using Table 2 -1.

2.1.3 Basic Derivation of Resistivity Formulas for Dipole- Dipole Array

The next system to look at is the dipole- dipole electrode system. Two of the

electrodes (C1 and C2) are used to inject current into the earth and the other two

electrodes (P1 and P2) are used to measure the potential difference (Fig. 2 -1b). The

dipole - dipole array has several advantages over most other expanding arrays. Many

field geophysicist believe that the dipole -dipole array is logistically more efficient

than the Schlumberger array. For this reason, the dipole - dipole electrode array is

sometimes prefered in the field investigation. Disadvantages include sensitivity to

unwanted lateral variations and relatively low signal levels (Ludwig, 1967).

Now, the general potential equation for this array should be written by using

equation (2.24). The resultant potential U1 measured at the first potential electrode,

Pl, for n = 2 can be found by using the expression for a general four -electrode array

(Wait, 1982):

Ulp1 =
Ipl (G(3r, k) G(2r, k)1
2ir k 3r 2r J' (2.40)



where,

and

The resultant

where,

The voltage

G(3r, k) =

G(2r, k) =

potential U1 for

U
P2

G(4r, k) =

V between

V
I pl

1-}- 6rk

1-}- 4rk

n = 2

Ipl

e-tadro
Jo(3ar)d.,
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(2.40a)

(2.40b)

(2.41)

(2.41a)

(2.42)

(2.43)

0 1 - ke-2 ad

too -tad
Jo(2Ar)dA.J 1 - ke-nd

at P2 (Wait, 1982) is:

(G(4r, k) G(3r, k)
27r

1-I- 8rk

the electrodes

V =

f
2G(3r,

L 4r 3r

2ad J0(4ar)d..eJ
1 ke
is now given by:

Ulpl - Ulpz

k) G(2r, k) G(4r, k) l
27r L 3r 2r 4r J

Thus, the apparent resistivity for a dipole -dipole array over a two -layer earth

model is:
¡0o e-2ad

Pa = Pi [1. + 24kr J 1- ke-tad Jo(2Ar)dA

00 e-2.nd
-48kr J 1 - ke_2M

Jo(3Ar)da

fo

0o e-2.d
+24kr Jo 4r da, .

1 - ke-2" ( ) (2.44)

The integral in equation (2.44) can be evaluated numerically for an inhomogo-

neous ground.
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2.1.4 Thin -sheet Limit for Dipole- Dipole Array

The surface potential for a thin -layer earth model can also be obtained by

following same steps as was done by using a pole -pole array in section 2.1.2. One

can obtain the resulting expression for V by assuming al -> oo, d --> 0, but o 1 d = g.

After employing the identities given by equation (2.36) and (2.37), the potential can

be written

¡
V J [2Jo3Ar) - Jo(2Ar) - Jo(4.r)] dA. (2.45)

9 0 9

or

V = 9 [H0 (3r)

-1H0(2/2"-) + -1170 (2r9
9

-1Ho(4rl) +1Yo(4r °) . (2.46)
2 g 2 g

Finally, the apparent- resistivity formula for a dipole -dipole array over a thin con-

ductive sheet can be written as

pa

2

_ rpl [2110
(3-c-fp;"1 )- 2Yo (3

r)
p2 dp2 L dp2

-Ho(2rPl) -{-Yo(2rPl)
dpa dp2

-Ho (4 rPl
pa

) + Y0 (4
rpl
dPa ) ]

(2.47)
d

The computed curve for pal p2 as a function of rpi /dp2 for a dipole -dipole

array, as indicated in Figure 2 -3b, is computed by using Table 2 -2.

Figures 2 -3a and b show the apparent- resistivity anomalies for the thin -sheet

layer situation. In both anomalies, pa /p2 begins at 0 for small values of distance

rp1 /dp2, then increase rapidly with a steep gradient towards 1.
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2.2 Two Vertical Boundary Planes (Dike Model)

This thesis also deals with the apparent resistivity as observed on the surface

of a dike. A dike is assumed to consist of a vertical slab of material bounded by two

parallel planes and surrounded on both sides with a material whose resistivity is

different from that of the dike itself. It is also assumed to be of infinite length in the

direction of strike and of infinite depth. Consider the problem shown in Figure 2 -4,

that of a vertical dike of width 2b. In this geometry, d is the distance from a current

point to a midpoint of a dike and a is the distance between the current and potential

electrodes. In the field investigation, the second current and the second potential

electrodes are placed so far away (at infinity) that they have practically no influence

on the measurements. The current electrode C is moved along a profile normal to

the dike, and the potential V is measured at a point P a distance from the current

electrode.

It is possible to mathematically determine the potential field above this medium

with a half -Wenner array by solving Laplace's equation for the boundary conditions

as was done for a two -layer earth in section 2.1. However, we first present a series

of apparent- resistivity curves for a dike model by using the image method. The

method of images is a relatively simple means of finding solutions of Laplace's

equation along a profile that crosses a vertical contact. This method presents the

resulting potential function in a manner that can be easily visualized (Ludwig,

1967). However, the image -type series converges very poorly when the dike is very

thin and when it is highly conducting or very resistive.

We also solve the dike problem for a dipole- dipole array as in section 2.1.3.
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2.2.1 Use of Method of Images

An electrical image is an electrified point or system of points on one side of a

dike surface that would produce on the other side of the dike the same electrical

action which the actual electrification of that surface of dike. In optics, points on

one side of a mirror or lens, which if they existed, would emit the system of rays

that actually exists on the other side of the mirror or lens, is called a virtual image

(Maxwell, 1892). Electrical images correspond to virtual images in optics by being

related to the space on the other side of the surface. They do not correspond to

them in actual position, or in the merely approximate character of optical foci.

There are no real electrical images, that is, imaginary electrified points that would

produce in the region on the same side of the electrified surface an effect equivalent

to that of the electrified surface (Maxwell, 1892). This method allows the removal

of discontinuities in resistivity by introducing fictitious image current sources of the

proper strengths (Ludwig, 1967). We shall now consider the solution of Laplace's

equation in a medium with two vertical interfaces by using the method of images.

Following the boundary conditions will be satisfied at two plane parallel boundaries

a)U- 4Oasr ->oo,

b) U1 = U2 at p1, p2 and p2, p1 interfaces,

) P ác = P2á at interfaces.

It can be shown that the boundary conditions at a vertical contact plane can

be satisfied by placing an image source at the mirror point of each of the real

sources with respect to this contact plane; the current intensity assigned to this

image source should be kI, where k is the reflection coefficient and I is the current

intensity of the real source (Koefoed, 1979).

Using this image method, we will solve the thin- and thick -dike models for

pole -pole (half- Wenner) and dipole -dipole arrays. One can also use the two -layer
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horizontal earth model to find image points for dike model, because the dike and

two-layer models are the same type of problem.

2.2.1.1 Use of Method for Pole -Pole Array

As the pole -pole array crosses the dike at right angles, we have five possible

situations, depending on electrode positions with respect to the contact. For this

derivation, we again keep V to the right of I. The distance a between C and P is

always constant in every position; we just move the electrodes from left to right on

the profile.

In the first case, we will assume both the current and measuring electrodes are

to the left of the dike (Fig. 2 -5a). An electric current of I (amperes), introduced

into the earth with resistivity Pi (ohm -meters) through a point electrode C placed

on the surface of the earth and another electrode placed at infinity, will give the

potential function as if the earth were homogeneous

o IPl
Vl

27ra'
(2.48)

Having image current sources whose resulting potentials are added to the real cur-

rent source potential. The current source I at C has an image in the dike at C'

caused by reflection in the first boundary. This image point can be written as k21I,

where k21 is the reflection coefficient from the first boundary, if the origin of co-

ordinates is taken to be at the measuring electrode and this is located a distance

(2d - 2b - a) from the potential electrode. The current from this image source gives

rise to a potential in medium 1 as follow:

IPl k21
Vi 27r (2d - 2b - a) *

(2.49)
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There is a second image of C reflected in the second boundary at C ", which is

located in medium 3. The second image point is obtained by transmitting the

current from the first medium to the second medium, T', and reflecting in the

second boundary, ki2. Then the potential from the electrodes, located over the first

medium, is measured from the second image point at distance (2d + 2b - a) which

is also transmitted from the second medium to the first medium, T, and the current

from image C" gives the potential in medium 1 as

where

and

k12TT'

27r (2d + 2b - a)'
(2.50)

T = (1 - k21) = 2P1
(2.51)

P1 + P2

Ti _ (1 + k21) =
2p2

1

(2.52)

P1 + P2

Pl - P2
k12 =

Pl + P2
(2.53)

T is the transmission coefficient from medium 2 into medium 1, T' is the transmission

coefficient from medium 1 into medium 2, and k12 is the reflection coefficient in the

second medium which is equal to -k21. Then,

Vi IPl (-k21)(1 - k31)
27r 2d+2b-a

(2.54)

The last image causes another image C" in medium 1 at a distance (4b + a) from

point P. To balance the effect of the third image, we must now introduce the

fourth image, C' , at a distance (2d + 6b - a) from point P which can be shown by

I7-7-'(- k21)3. So, the potential equation is

IPl (-k21)3(1 - 41)
27r 2d + 6b -a

(2.55)
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By repeated reflection in the two boundary planes, we thus get an infinite series of

images. All of image current source potential equations like equations (2.49), (2.54),

and (2.55) are added to the real current source potential equation (2.48) to give the

following expression for the potential in a point on the surface of the medium 1.

°O 2m
V1 =

IP1 (1+ d
k26 k2í(1 - k21) 1) d - ). (2.56)

2ra 2(ñ - ) -1 m
2((2m 1 }! ) 1

From the relation of potential formulas, one can obtain, in the usual way, the value

of pa in terms of pi for complete profiles across the dike.

k °O k2 m

Pa = 1 +
d

-2b k21(1 - k21) 2 g d (2.57)
P1 2(a ) á) -1

When the potential electrode is in medium 2 and the current electrode is in

medium 1, image sources are located in media 1 and 3 (Fig. 2 -5b). By the same

reasoning, we get as an expression for the real current source and image current

sources potentials

V2 =
2r1ä,

(2.58)

V1 'P1 r( -k21)
2 2r 2d+2b -a'
172 ='P1 7( -k21)2

2 2ir 4b+a
By adding the image current sources potential equations (2.59) and (2.60) into the

real current source potential, equation (2.58), we can get as an expression for the

potential in a point on the surface of the medium 2.

/Pi / °O k2 °° k2m

V2 2ira(l
+k)(E4mb

+1 kE2(2m1 6 { á -1)' (2.61)
\m=0 a m =o \( ) a a

where k is saine as k21. Having expressions for the potential functions, we may find

an equation for the apparent resistivity.

Pa
°O k2m °° k2m

= (1 + k) E b k V b d (2.62)
pi (m 4má + 1 2 ((2m + 1) a + a) - 1

(2.59)

(2.60)
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The other case can be obtained from the relation of potential equations when

the current electrode is on the first medium and the potential electrode is on the

third medium by following the same procedure for the method of images . All

calculations for this case and next three cases are given in the Appendix A. These

results compare with Dakhnov's results (1962). The value of pa for this case in

terms of pi
k2m

Pa = (1 - k2) E 6
(2.63)

P1 m =o 4mñ + 1

The fourth case we will consider is that in which both the current and potential

electrodes are on the dike. In this geometry (in Fig. 2 -6), some of image points

appear to be to the right of the dike and some of them to the left of it. The effect

of one or two sets of images caused by reflections in two boundaries can give the

expression for potential of the fourth case.

k k2m m°O k2
V3 2aC1

1+
-k) 1k2

C 4(m+1)a m=0b+1 + 4(m+l)ba -m-0 1)

-
k(°° k 2 00 k2m

2(((2m +1)! +d -1 +E2((2m}1)! -á1 +1) (2.64)
m -0 \( a/ m =0 \( a

Apparent resistivity may be computed using the last expression for the poten-

tial field in the appropriate defining equation for the half - Wenner array.

1+ k
k2

k2m °° k2m

(-k) (c°-0 (4 m+1 ) a +1 m-0 4(m-{-1)ba -1)b

C=0

k2m °O k2m
2.-k2

(2m +1)b a -}

2 (2m +1)b - a) +1 ( 65
\ a f) m -0 \ a a

By a similar analysis, we can obtain the potential when the current electrode

is on the dike and the potential electrode is on the right side of the dike. At this

position, image points of current source are located on media 1 and 3 with strengths
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I(1 - k)(- k)2m -1 and I(1 - k)(- k)(- k)2m-1. So the potential function of a series

of image sources is:

I - k2m 0o k2m
V4

27ra(1 +k)(24mb +1 ko2 2m-{ 1)! - +1).

The apparent- resistivity formula for this case is:

(2.66)

oo k2m 00 k2m

(
1-Fk

) E k
m =0 \ a a

(2.67)
m -0 a

4mb +1 2 (2m+1)n - d
/ +1) ( )

Finally the potential for the last case is obtained when both electrodes are on

the right side of the dike.

°° k2m 00 k2m
V5

27ra 1 +k mE-0 2((2m- 1)á -d) +1 k mE-0 (( 2m 1 )
b 2 -á +

1).
+ a a)

(2.68)

From the last equation (2.68), the apparent resistivity in terms of pi is obtained.

00 k2m 0O k2m
Pa = 1+ k E k E (2.69)
Pi =0 2((2m - 1)á - á) + 1 m =0 2((2m+ 1)Q _ á) + 1

All these equations are used if I is to the left of V. Otherwise, if I is to the

right of V, reciprocity can be used plus transforming the measurement of d from I

to V.

Apparent -resistivity anomalies for pole -pole array over the dike model obtained

by using the image method are shown by Figures 2 -7 trough 2 -11.

2.2.1.2 Use of the Method for Dipole -Dipole Array

Because of the complexity of the dike model, we first derived the pole -pole

expressions crossing this model. For the dipole -dipole array crossing the dike we

considered fourteen cases. Using the number of equation of pa in terms of pi for

pole -pole array, we should have new equations for dipole -dipole array. To write the
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general potential equation for the dipole -dipole array, consider the plan view of the

ground surface (Fig. 2 -1c), showing the locations of the current and the potential

electrodes (Wait,1982). The potential difference V between an pair of electrodes is

obtained by following the same steps as we covered in section 2.1.3.

IPiV G(a12, k) G(a2i, k) G(a22, l)1 (2.70)
{G(aiik)

27r ail a12 an a22 J

where the a represent the locations of the potential electrodes with respect to the

current electrodes. G is the solution to Laplace's equation as a function of the

resistivity of each layer and the a. Then, an apparent resistivity as a function of

the geometry of the array can be written for each case as follows.

For the thin -dike model b < a, adding the apparent resistivity as was done for

pole -pole array, we should have nine cases involved. The apparent resistivity for

n = 2 is written using the potential equation (2.70) and the relation between the

potential and the apparent resistivity.

Pa = G1(2a, d) - Gl (3a, d + a) - G1 (3a, d) + Gl (4a, d + a). (2.71)
Pl

We have already shown that G1(a, d) for the pole -pole array is equal to equation

(2.57). By changing a in this equation, we can obtained G1 for the different locations

of the electrodes. When two current electrodes, C1 and C2, and one potential,Pi,

electrode are on the left side of the dike, but the second potential electrode, P2, is

on the dike, the apparent resistivity is obtained by following the same procedure.

Pa = Gi(2a, d) - Gi(3a, d + a) - G2(3a, d) + G2(4a, d + a) (2.72)
Pl

where G2(a, d) is equal to equation (2.62). When C1, C2, and P1 are still on the

left side of the dike, but P2 is on the third medium, the apparent resistivity is

PQ = G1(2a, d) - Gl(3a, d + a) - G3(3a, d) + G3(4a, d + a) (2.73)
Pl
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where G3(a, d) is equal to equation (2.63). When C1 and C2 are on the left side of

the dike, P1 is on the dike, and P2 is right side of the dike, the apparent resistivity

is

PQ = G2(2a, d) - G2(3a, d + a) - G3(3a, d) + G3(4a, d + a). (2.74)
Pl

When C1 and C2 are on the left side of the dike and P1 and P2 are on the right side

of the dike, the apparent resistivity is

Pa = G3(2a, d) - G3(3a, d + a) - G3(3a, d) + G3(4a, d + a). (2.75)
Pl

When C2 is on the first, C1 is on the second, and P1 and P2 are on the third

medium, the apparent resistivity is

Pa = G4(2a, d) - G3(3a, d + a) - G4(3a, d) + G3(4a, d + a) (2.76)
Pl

where G4 is equal to equation (2.67). When C2 is on the first medium and others

are on the third medium, the apparent resistivity is

pa = G5(2a, d) - G3(3a, d + a) - G5(3a, d) + G3(4a, d + a) (2.77)
Pl

where G5 is equal to equation (2.69). When the C2 is on the dike and others are

on the right side of it, the apparent resistivity is

Pa = G5(2a, d) - G4(3a, d + a) - G5(3a, d) + G4(4a, d + a). (2.78)
Pl

When whole electrodes are on the third medium, the apparent resistivity for the

last case is

Pa = G5(2a, d) - G5(3a, d + a) - G5(3a, d) + G5 (4a, d + a). (2.79)
Pl
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For a thick -dike model, b > a, there are eight cases, but only the following

four cases are different from the thin -dike model. When C1 and C2 are on the first

medium and P1 and P2 are on the dike,

Pa = G2(2a, d) - G2(3a, d + a) - G2(3a, d) + G2(4a, d + a). (2.80)
Pl

When C2 is on the first medium and C2, P1, and P2 are on the dike,

&-L- = G3A(2a, d) - G2(3a, d + a) - G3A(3a, d) + G2(4a, d + a) (2.81)
Pl

where G3A is equal to equation (2.65). When C1, C2, and P1 are on the dike, P2 is

the left of it,

Pa = G3A(2a, d) - G3A(3a, d + a) - G4(3a, d) + G4(4a, d + a). (2.82)
Pl

When C1 and C2 are on the dike, P1 and P2 are left of it,

Pa = G4(2a, d) - G4(3a, d + a) - G4(3a, d) + G4(4a, d + a). (2.83)
Pi

A profile plots of pa /pi from the five derived cases for p2 /pi as a function of

d/a are shown by Figures 2 -13 though 2 -16. We also solved the dike problem for n

is 1, 2, 3, and 4 cases when the thickness of the dike is 4a (Fig. 2 -17).

2.2.2 Use of the Bessel Integral Formulation for Thin -dike Limit

The thin -dike limit is O2(= Pz) -> oo, 2b -> 0, but 2(72b = g which is finite. The

potential field for this limiting case can be found by applying the Bessel integral

formulation. The Bessel integral formulation and image series are the same for the

limiting case.

The potentials on the right and left side of the thin dike were obtained by

using the thin -sheet boundary conditions. These boundary conditions are that the
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potentials on the right and left side of the thin dike be continuous through the thin

dike and the normal currents to the dike are discontinuous by the amount of change

of transverse current.

U1 = U3 at x = -d (2.84)

1 OU1 1 OU3 2b a2 U3

pi áx pi óx p2 áx2

where U1 is the potential of the formation adjacent to a dike on the left side, U3 is

the potential of the formation adjacent to a dike on the right side, d is the distance

from C to the boundary of the dike, and x is the axis parallel to the surface. The

potentials at both sides of the dike can be found by following the Bessel integral

formulation as in section 2.1.1. At -d < x < 0, the potential equation is

(2.85)

Ui 21 f (eax + Ae-axl Jo (r)d,.
` 1

At x < -d, the potential equation is

[BeJo(.\r)d.X.U3 = 2 J
0

(2.86)

(2.87)

By applying boundary conditions to equations (2.86) and (2.87), one obtains un-

known constants, A and B, which are

Api be-2"A=
P2 + APlb'

P2

Abpl + p2

(2.88)

(2.89)

Substituting equations (2.88) and (2.89) into (2.86) and (2.87), equations (2.86) and

(2.87) at r = 0 are obtained. At 0 > x > -d,

00 Am
IP1 eaxd. -

A P2 + API b J

aplbe-
AzU1 =

271- LJo
(2.90)
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and at x < -d,

f'U3
27r

1131 P2 eaxdA. (2.91)
Jo Ab pi + P 2

For use in the numerical examples, the integral expression for the potentials will

be written in terms of the exponential integrals Ei( -x) (Abramowitz and Stegun,

1970).

j= - t dt. (2.92)

If we define a(x) = p2x /pib and use the following exponential integral identity given

by Abramowitz and Stegun (1965):

fo

00 e-at
t +

bdt = -eabEi(-ab),

potential equations can be computed as

(2.93)

Ul = 21 ( + 1) aexp((
2d

+ 1)a)Ei(-a(2d +1))], (2.94)
2

U3 = -21 x exp(a)Ei(-a). (2.95)

2.2.3 Numerical Examples

The ratios of the apparent resistivity pa to the resistivity pi of the surrounding

material of the dike was plotted on semi -logarithmic paper as a function of d/a for

various values of p2 /pl. The apparent resistivities are obtained for different values

of thickness of dike and shown in Figures 2 -7 through 2 -11 and 2 -13 through 2 -16.

These curves are obtained for pole -pole (half- Wenner) and dipole -dipole arrays.

The apparent resistivity on either side of the dike depends not only the resistivity

contrast between the dike and the surrounding rock, but also the width of the dike.

The apparent resistivities can be compared to field data and can thus assist in

interpretations.
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In numerical examples, consideration will be given to investigating how the

apparent resistivities change with the thickness of the dike and the resistivity ratio

of material surrounding the dike. The solutions are obtained for different thickness

of dike (b = 4a, 2a, a, 0.5a, 0.25a) and for various values of resistivity ratios (p2/pi =

10., 5., 1., 0.1, 0.01). For each value of resistivity ratio, we used 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60,

and 80 terms to check the convergence of the series. Finally, we saw that the results

did not change after 30 terms when b/a = 4, 2, 1. However, the result for the thin

dike (b /a = 0.25) changed up to 300 terms for pole -pole and dipole -dipole arrays.

Here we computed the series with 300 terms to obtain the apparent- resistivity curves

by using the Fortran computer program shown in the Appendix B. The numerical

convergence of p2 /p1 for pole -pole and dipole -dipole arrays are given in Table 2 -3

and Table 2 -4 when b/a = 0.25. The group of curves for resistive dikes are usually

charted separately from those for conductive dikes. With both arrays over the

resistive and conductive dike models, a symmetric profile is obtained. Here, the axis

of symmetry is d/a = 1, because we chose distance d from the current electrode C1

to the middle of dike. If the distance, d, were from C1 to the first boundary of the

dike, the axis of symmetry would be d/a = O.

Attention will first be directed to the case b = 4a. The apparent resistivities

as a function d/a are plotted in Figures 2 -7 and 2 -13 for the pole -pole and dipole -

dipole arrays, respectively. For the dipole -dipole array, there are two maximum

points on the resistive dike contrast (p2 / p1 = 10, 5), shown in Figure 2 -13a. Over

the conductive dike, the horizontal positions of the apparent- resistivity twin peaks

shift toward the center of the dike. On the other hand, for pole -pole array (Fig. 2-

7), the high apparent- resistivity anomaly is occurring when the dike is perfectly

resistive (p2 /pl = 10., 5.). For the conductive dike, a low anomaly is obtained. The

width of the anomaly for the pole -pole array is larger than that for the dipole- dipole
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array. However, the peak values of resistive anomalies for the pole -pole array are

smaller than those for the dipole -dipole array.

The apparent- resistivity (pa / pl) plots as a function of d/a are shown in Fig-

ures 2 -8 and 2 -14 for pole -pole and dipole -dipole arrays, respectively, when the dike

is resistive and conductive. In this particular case, the width of dike (2b) is 4a. For

the pole -pole array, the similar structure as shown in Figure 2 -7 is obtained. The

widths of the anomalies and the maximum values are smaller as the dike becomes

smaller. For the dipole -dipole array, the apparent- resistivity anomaly has only one

peak. For a very resistive dike (p2 /pl = 10.), the distance of the highest peak is

approximately 19, which is larger than the peak values of a wider dike. As the dike

becomes thinner, the distance over the anomaly becomes smaller.

We also considered the case in which the thickness of the dike is 2a (b = a).

In this situation, for the dipole -dipole array, there are two peaks on the apparent -

resistivity curve near the right and left edges of the dike which is shown in Fig-

ure 2 -15a. The distance between these peaks flanking either side of the main

anomaly is 3a. For a conductive dike, there is only one small peak over the dike.

This anomaly is in the shape of a W for small p2 /pi values. In Figure 2 -9, the

resistive dike for the pole -pole array gives anomalously high trend pointing over the

dike, whereas the conductive dike gives a very slight low trend.

Other calculations were conducted and results are presented in Figures 2 -10a

and 2 -16a for pole -pole and dipole -dipole arrays. Here, we selected thinner dikes

(2b = a). When the dike is resistive, the apparent- resistivity anomalies for both

arrays have two high peaks and show pronounced resistivity lows over the dike. The

apparent -resistivity values have a flat low area over the dike for dipole - dipole array,

as shown in Figure 2 -16a. The width of the flat area is the same as the width of

the dike. When the dike is conductive, the apparent- resistivity values rise over the
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dike. The apparent resistivities for the conductive dike look like W- shaped curve.

The peak values of the apparent resistivity are much larger for dipole -dipole array.

When the dike is very thin (b = 0.25a), the apparent- resistivity curve for

the resistive dike model has two maximum points for both arrays, as shown in

Figures 2 -l1a and 2 -16b. It is accompanied by a significant minimum value over

the dike. The two highest points of the dike for p2 / pi (10, 5) for dipole -dipole array

rise to apparent- resistivity values of approximately 2.5 and 2 (Fig. 2 -16b). However,

for the pole -pole array, they rise to approximately 1.6 and 1.4 (Fig. 2 -11a). The

distances between these two peaks are wider than the dike for both arrays. When

the dike is conductive, the apparent -resistivity anomaly has a W shape a for pole -

pole array, however, the middle of the W shape is flat for the dipole -dipole array

and the width of the flat region is larger than the thickness of the dike. The flat

area is obtained on the curve because the current and potential electrodes are not

located together on the dike when the dike is very thin.

We also consider the case in which the width of the dike is infinitly large. The

apparent resistivities as a function of d/a are plotted in Figures 2 -12a and b for pole -

pole and dipole- dipole arrays. Here, the distance d is measured from the current

electrode C1 to the first boundary of the dike. We obtained the half of symmetrical

profiles of a thick dike model for both arrays when the thickness of dike is infinite.

To complete the numerical examples, we also calculated the case for various

values of distances between C1 and P1 (for different numbers of n)) for the dipole -

dipole array. In this case, n is an integer from 1 to 4 and the thickness of the dike

is 4a. Figure 2 -17 shows pa /pi plotted as the ordinate against n as the abscissa

and p2 /pi as a parameter. All of these resistivity plots are approaching 1 for all

n integer numbers. When n is increased, deeper information is obtained and the

resistive peak on the dike becomes narrow. When n is 4, there is a low anomaly
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between the two highest points on the dike. The distance between these two points

is narrower than the width of the peak for other numbers of n.

These apparent- resistivity curves over the dike model are also interpreted and

compared with a hemispherical sink model. Peters (1988) used the integral method

to compute the apparent- resistivity curves for a hemi -spherical body. It is shown in

Figures 2 -8b, 2 -10c, 2 -13b, and 2 -15b that a hemispherical sink can be approximated

in its resistivity edge effects by a vertical dike if the sink is not very narrow.

To compare the thin -dike apparent- resistivity curves with Telford's curves, we

chose 5.67 for p2/pi when the width of the half dike is 0.25a (Figs. 2 -l1a and c).

When the thickness of the dike is 0.5a and a, we also compared our data with

Dakhnov's and Ludwig's curves for pole -pole and dipole -dipole arrays (Figs. 2 -10

and 2 -18). For a thick dike model, each boundary of the dike can be easily seen on

the figures by the two discontinuities that occur when the electrodes cross the dike

(Fig. 2 -13).

Over the thin and thick dikes, a symmetric profile of apparent resistivity is

obtained, because the shape of the profile does not depend on the direction from

which the array approaches the contact. Another characteristic of the thin -dike

model is that, curves for the thin -dike model are the reverse of curves for the thick -

dike model, but they all approach 1 at the beginning and ending points.

Finally, the main difference between the conductive and nonconductive dike is

that the resistive one shows two anomalously high trends pointing toward the dike,

whereas the conductive one shows only one very slightly high trend.
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Figure 2 -1 a) Pole -pole array, b) Dipole -dipole array,
c) Plan views of the resistivity technique
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Figure 2 -2 a) Two-layer horizontal earth model
b) Thin horizontal layer
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Figure 2-4 Dike model. Parameters: a is the distance between the current
and potential electrodes, d is the distance from the current electrode
to the midpoint of the dike, 2b is the thickness of the dike
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Figure 2 -5 Some image points a) when current and potential electrodes are
located on the left of the dike b) when current electrode is on the left
of the dike and potential electrode is on the dike
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Figure 2-6 Some image points when both electrodes are on the dike
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b)

Figure 2 -8 The ratio of the apparent resistivity to the resistivity of surrounding
material vs.d /a for pole -pole array when b = 2a,
a) over dike, b) over hemispherical sink (A. Peters, 1988)
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Figure 2 -11 The ratio of the apparent resistivity to the resistivity of surrounding
material vs. d/a for pole -pole array when
a) b = 0.25a and P2 /pi = 10,5,1,0.5,0.1,0.01
b) b = 0.5a and p2 /pi = 5.67 (W.M. Telford, 1976)
c) b = 0.25a and P2 /pi = 5.67 (W.M. Telford, 1976)
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ratio of the apparent resistivity to the resistivity of surrounding
. d/a for dipole -dipole array when b = 4a and
10,5,1,0.5,0.1,0.01 over the dike
10,5,2,0.5,0.2,0.1 over hemispherical sink (A. Peters, 1988)
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Figure 2-16 The ratio of the apparent resistivity to the resistivity of surrounding
material vs. d/a for dipole -dipole array when
a) b/a = 0.5, b) b/a = 0.25
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TABLE 2-1
rPi/dp2 Ho - Yo Pal P2
0.001 4.4721900 0.007025
0.002 4.0315500 0.012680
0.003 3.7740590 0.017780
0.004 3.5915470 0.022560
0.005 3.4501206 0.027090
0.007 3.2371747 0.035590
0.010 3.0119900 0.047310
0.015 2.7569870 0.084959
0.020 2.5769510 0.080957
0.025 2.4379900 0.095739
0.030 2.3250060 0.109560
0.040 2.1480070 0.134960
0.050 2.0120659 0.158020
0.060 1.9020909 0.179267
0.070 1.8018108 0.200927
0.080 1.7310917 0.217535
0.090 1.6621670 0.234980
0.100 1.6011469 0.251507
0.150 1.3733142 0.323579
0.200 1.2105346 0.387906
0.250 1.1095386 0.435714
0.300 1.0248970 0.482971
0.400 0.9064760 0.569550
0.500 0.8019320 0.623397
1.000 0.4804000 0.750000
1.500 0.3542800 0.830000
2.000 0.2804800 0.880000
2.500 0.2318800 0.910000
3.000 0.1974500 0.930000
3.500 0.1718000 0.940000
4.000 0.1519500 0.950000
4.500 0.1381600 0.962000
5.000 0.1233010 0.968000
5.550 0.1155600 0.973000
6.250 0.0996550 0.978000
7.143 0.0876020 0.983000
8.330 0.0754040 0.987000
9.090 0.0892540 0.988000
10.00 0.0830720 0.990000
12.50 0.0508200 0.994000
18.66 0.0380640 0.996000
20.00 0.0317530 0.997000

Table 2 -1 Numerical values of Struve function and Bessel function of second kind
of order zero as a function of x = rpi /dp2
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TABLE 2 -3 (a)

d/a Pa /P1*
-3.00 0.9162300

-2.00 0.8612926

-1.00 0.7060637

0.00 0.0966198

1.00 0.0966198

2.00 0.6593027

3.00 0.8205653

4.00 0.8801572

* (M = 10)

TABLE 2 -3 (c)

d/a Pal Pi*
-3.00 0.8988515

-2.00 0.8406844

-1.00 0.6811196

0.00 0.1211177

1.00 0.1211177

2.00 0.6809529

3.00 0.8405209

4.00 0.8986910

* (M = 100)

TABLE 2 -3 (e)

d/a Pa /P1*
-3.00 0.8988243

-2.00 0.8406564

-1.00 0.6810906

0.00 0.1212608

1.00 0.1212608

2.00 0.6810906

3.00 0.8406564

4.00 0.8988243

* (M = 300)

TABLE 2 -3 (b)

d/a Pa /P1*
-3.00 0.8993995

-2.00 0.8412656

-1.00 0.6817372

0.00 0.1194307

LOO 0.1194307

2.00 0.6793550

3.00 0.8389693

4.00 0.8971830

* (M = 50)

TABLE 2 -3 (d)

d/a Pal Pi*
-3.00 0.8988245

-2.00 0.8406565

-1.00 0.6810908

0.00 0.1212594

1.00 0.1212594

2.00 0.6810892

3.00 0.8406550

4.00 0.8988230

* (M = 200)

TABLE 2 -3 (f)

d/a Pa /P1*
-3.00 0.8988243

-2.00 0.8406564

-1.00 0.6810906

0.00 0.1212608

1.00 0.1212608

2.00 0.6810906

3.00 0.8406564

4.00 0.8988243

* (M = 350)

b/a = 0.25, p2/p1 = 0.01 M = Number of terms

Table 2 -3 Numerical convergence of pa /p1 for pole -pole array



TABLE 2 -4 (a)

d/a Pa /P1*
-4.00 1.022798

-2.00 1.132518

0.00 0.050687

2.00 0.050687

4.00 1.135903

6.00 1.024561

* (M = 10)

TABLE 2 -4 (c)

d/a Pal Pl*
-4.00 1.024126

-2.00 1.135195

0.00 0.051590

2.00 0.051590

4.00 1.135196

6.00 1.024126

(M = 100)

TABLE 2 -4 (e)

d/a Pa /P1*
-4.00 1.024126

-2.00 1.135195

0.00 0.051591

2.00 0.051591

4.00 1.135195

6.00 1.024126

* (M = 300)

TABLE 2 -4 (b)

d/a Pal Pi*
-4.00 1.024119

-2.00 1.135186

0.00 0.051584

2.00 0.051584

4.00 1.135203

6.00 1.024132

* (M = 50)

TABLE 2 -4 (d)

d/a Pa /P1*
-4.00 1.024126

-2.00 1.135195

0.00 0.051591

2.00 0.051591

4.00 1.135195

6.00 1.024126

* (M = 200)

TABLE 2 -4 (f)

d/a Pal Pi*
-4.00 1.024126

-2.00 1.135195

0.00 0.051591

2.00 0.051591

4.00 1.135195

6.00 1.024126

(M = 500)

Table 2-4 Numerical convergence of pal p1 for dipole -dipole array

b/a = 0.25, p2/p1 = 0.01 M = Number of terms
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CHAPTER 3

IP DILUTION AND DISTORTION PARAMETERS

FOR DIFFERENT EARTH GEOMETRIES

Seigel in 1959 formulated a relationship based on the proportionality of polar-

ization with current density and defined IP response chargeability, m, in terms of a

charge in resistivity. Then, he determined the apparent chargeability, ma, for any

polarizable body and any electrode array. The total apparent chargeability is a sum-

mation of all chargeabilities, m; times the dilution factor or the weighting function,

B. The dilution factor is the relative IP response of the layer in any earth geom-

etry. This term is formulated to understand how the polarizable structure masks

the measurement of the apparent chargeability of the formation. This important

parameter describes the departure of the apparent resistivity from its dc value. It

could also be developed in the frequency domain by admitting the possibility that

the complex resistivities of the region are complex and frequency dependent (Wait,

1982; Wait and Gruszka, 1987). The apparent complex resistivity can be written

for a specific configuration of the source dipole and receiving circuit by assuming

quasistatic electrical conditions, so that the problem can be solved using potential

fields. In this formulation, the higher order effects can also be incorporated. The

second -order term is called the distortion factor by J.R. Wait (1981). This factor

shows how the frequency response is modified. The higher order terms are not in-

cluded in Seigel's (1959) formulation. However, they may be present, and it could

lead to a misleading diagnosis of the observed data if simply ignored (Wait, 1981).

The purpose here is to present explicit results for the IP responses for a pole -

pole (half -Wenner) and dipole- dipole arrays located on a two -layer earth and dike

models by using the apparent complex resistivity formulation.
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3.1 IP Parameters over Thin Horizontal Layer

The earth's resistivity is not simply resistive. It is in general complex. The term

"complex resistivity" is more frequently being invoked to describe the total nature

of the earth's resistivity (Wait, 1959; Synder, 1977). To simplify the discussion, we

will deal with a thin -layer problem where the constitutive parts are characterized

by a complex- resistivity formulation. An attempt is made here to show how the

apparent complex resistivity is related to the properties of the medium. We consider

that the two-layer earth is characterized by two different complex resistivities pi(iw)

and p2(iw), first and second layer complex resistivities, respectively. Following Wait

(1981), we can write

where,

where

Pa(iw) = pa[Pi(Zw),P2(iw)]

Pi(zw) = 1)1[1 + S1(iw)]

(3.1)

(3.2)

P2(iw) = p2[1 -1- S2(iw)] (3.3)

Pi = MO) and p2 = p2(0) are the dc resistivities of the first and the sec-

ond layers or zero frequency solutions and Si and 452 are the complex- frequency-

dependent departures from the dc resistivities of the two constitutive regions. They

can regarded as dispersion functions which vanish as w goes to zero (Wait, 1987).

Using Wait's idea, we can write the apparent complex resistivity formulation for

a horizontal thin -layer earth model which is polarizable. The apparent complex

resistivity is a function of the complex resistivities of each layer. By employing a

MacLaurin series expansion, we can write equation (3.1) as

pa(aw) = pa(1 + BiSi(iw) + B252(iw)

+B1,111Zw) + B1,245i( Zw)82(Zw) + B2,262(zw) + .) (3.4)
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where pa is the dc apparent resistivity for a horizontal thin layer. The coefficients

B1 and B2 involve only dc resistivity functions and such a convention was first

conceived by Seigel (1959). Higher order terms, defined as B1,1, B2,2, B1,2, etc.

called distortion factors, are neglected in his paper. However, these terms produce

a more complicated change of the apparent complex resistivity as shown by Wait

(1981), who indicated it could cause a misleading diagnosis of the IP response data

if simply ignored.

The following definitions and identities have been established previously (Wait,

1986):

and,

pl aPa
=

aln pa
=B1

Pa api Óln pl '

P2 aPa cîlnpaB= =
Pa 3p2 álnp2'

Pi 52 pa
B1,1 =

-2-
2Pa aPl

1 2 a2aB2,2 =-P2
2 Pa aP2

pi p2 a2Pa
B1,2 -

Pa aP1 aP2

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)

The dilution and distortion factors are derived simply from the real dc resis-

tivity functions pa(0), pi(0), p2(0) and their useful relationships taken from Wait

(1986) are:

and,

Bl + B2 = 1, (3.10)

B1,1 = B2,2,

B1,2 =

(3.11)

(3.12)
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We checked that our computer values satisfy the identities equations (3.10) and

(3.11).

The mathematical resistivity solution of the two -layer case has been shown

in section 2.1. In induced polarization, it is assumed that the upper thin and

lower layers are polarizable. Here, we will formulate the dilution and distortion

factors to understand how the polarizable structure masks the measurement of the

apparent chargeability of the two-layer horizontal formation, by using the apparent

complex resistivity and the complex resistivities of each layer of the formation.

Using equation (3.6) and the analytical expression for dc apparent resistivity for

pole -pole (half -Wenner) array given by equation (2.39), it follows that

where,

and,

api IHó -Yó
B2 - .

2
Ho = -ir - H1,

(3.13)

(3.14)

Yo = -Y1. (3.15)

H1 is the first -order Struve function, and Y1 is the first -order Bessel function of the

second kind (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1964). From equation (3.14) and (3.15), the

dilution factor of the upper layer is

-H1(x)+Yi(x)
B2 -x (lir

- Yo(x) ) '

(3.16)

where x is rpi /dp2. The dilution factor of the lower layer, B1, can also be written

by definition in equation (3.5). Similarly

Bi = 1+ x
Hó(x) - 17(;(x))
Ho(x) - Yo(x)

(3.17)
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In Figure 3 -la, the dilution factors B1 and B2 are plotted as a function of rpi /dp2

for a pole -pole array.

In a similar manner, the higher order terms are obtained by taking a logarith-

mic derivative of the dc apparent resistivity twice. These terms produce a more

complicated change of equation (3.4) (Wait, 1981). The distortion factor is calcu-

lated from equation (3.8) and (2.39)

B2,2 = s
(Hó(x) - Yó(x)l x2 (WAX) - Yo'(x)1
Ho(x) - Yo(x) / 2 \ Ho(x) - Yo(x) /

(3.18)

By using the following identity of Struve and Bessel functions (Abramowitz and

Stegun, 1964)

and,

Ho(x)
a H1(2x)-- a

dp2 dPlP2
P1Ho(x) -111(x)),

Yó'(x) _ -Yl(x) _ -Yo(x) + Yl(x),

the distortion factor of the upper layer is obtained

2- H1 +Yi+ 2 (II 1Yl - Ho +Yo)

B2,2 = s Ho -Yo

(3.19)

(3.20)

(3.21)

In Figure 3 -2a, we show the distortion factor of upper layer for pole -pole array.

We also calculated dilution and distortion factors for a dipole- dipole array

located on the thin horizontal sheet. The dilution factor is obtained as the analytical

expression for pa given by equation (2.47)

where,

Si
B2=-xs1 (3.22)

S = 2H0(3x) - 2Y0(3x) - Ho(2x) + Yo(2x) - Ho(4x) + Yo(4x), (3.23)
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S' = 6H0(3x) - 6Y0(3x) - 2Hó(2x) + 211(2x) - 4H10(4x) + 411(4x). (3.24)

The derivative of Struve functions is given by Abramowitz and Stegun (1965):

Hó(2x)
2 - 111(2x),,

Ho(3 x)
2 - H1(3x),
7r

Hó(4x) - Hl(4x),

(3.25)

(3.26)

(3.27)

and the derivative of Bessel functions is given by Watson (1966):

}ó(2x) = -Yi(2x), (3.28)

Yó(3x) = -Y1(3x), (3.29)

Yó (4x) = -Yi (4x). (3.30)

Then the distortion factor for dipole -dipole array is obtained by taking the second

derivative of apparent resistivity equation (2.47)

S' 1 2 S"
B2,2 =xs, - x 5,, (3.31)

where,

S" =1 8(Ho(3x) - Yo(3x)) + -6;(111(3x) - Yi(3x)) + 16(Ho(4x) - Yo(4x))

- (H - 1(4x) - Y1(4x)) + 4(Ho(2x) - Yo(2x)) - (H1(2x) - Y1(2x)). (3.32)

Figures 3 -la and 3 -lb show IP coefficients B1 and B2 over the thin horizon-

tal layer with the pole -pole and dipole -dipole arrays. Like the apparent- resistivity

anomalies for the thin -sheet model, they increase rapidly towards 1. Figures 3 -2a

and 3 -2b show B2,2 IP coefficients for pole -pole and dipole -dipole arrays as a func-

tion of rp1 /dp2. They give negative IP distortion effects for both arrays. These
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anomalies begin at -0.1 for small values of x, decrease rapidly, and reache a nega-

tive minimum of -0.25 and finally increase toward zero.

3.2 IP Parameters over Dike Model

In order to give a closed analytical solution for the IP dilution and distortion

factors, it has been assumed that the dike and surrounding media are polarizable.

These IP responses were obtained for pole -pole and dipole -dipole arrays from the

first and second differentiation in the dc formulations. The mathematical dc re-

sistivity solutions of the dike model for a pole -pole array have been derived in

section 2.2.1.

If the potential measuring and current source electrodes are to the left of the

dike, the apparent- resistivity formula is given by equation (2.57). Since the apparent

resistivity has already been found by using equation (3.5) one can write

where,

f1(k) = 1 +

and

ah
ak

B1_
(1 - k2) of,
2f1(k) ak

k

2(á -Q) -1

(3.33)

°O k2m
k(1 - k2) E

2((27n + 1) c-i + f) -1' (3.34)

1 (2m + 1)k2m
+ t (2m + 3)k2.1-3-2 2

2( á - 1:-,) -1 m=o 2((2m +1)! -{- á ) -1 m=o 2 ((2m + 1) 6 + á) - 1
(3.35)

Using equation (3.7), we obtain the distortion factor

(1 + k)2(1 - k) afl (1 - k) â2.fi
Bll

4f1(k) ( ak + 2 ak2 )' (3.36)
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where,

02 fl °° (2m + 1)2mk2m -1 O (2m + 3)(2m + 2)k2m +1= - + (3.37)
ak 2

m =0 2((2m +I)á + á) -1 m =0 2 ((2m + 1) á + á) -1

By using equation equation (2.62), which is obtained when the potential elec-

trode is in medium 2 and the current electrode is in medium 1, the dilution factor

is
(1 - k2) af2

Bl = 1 - 2f2(k) ak'
where,

(3.38)

°° k2m °O k2m

.f2(k) = (1 + k) E
4m e + 1 k

E (3.39)
,,,,=0 a m=p 2((2m + 1).1i + á)- 1

and

512

=
2mk2m-i + (2m + 1)k2m t ((2m + 1)k2m + (2m + 2)k2m+1)

ak 4m-i2; + 1 m=0 2((2m + 1)! + á)- 1
(3.40)

The distortion factor is

where,

(1+ k)2(1 - k) ( af2 (1- k) 52f2)
4f2(k) \ ak

+
2 ak2 /'

52 f2 v°°` 2m((2m - 1)k2m-2 + (2m + 1)k2m-1)

ak2 m 4m! + 1

; (2m + 1)(2mk2m-1 + (2m + 2)k2m)

2((2m+1)ä + á) -1m=0

(3.41)

(3.42)

For the case in which the current electrode is on the first medium and the

potential electrode is on the third medium, by using equation (2.63), the dilution

factor can be computed

B1-1-(1-k2) af3
2f3(k) ak

(3.43)



where,
k2m

f3(k)= (1 -k2)
4má +1'

af3 2mk2m -1 (2m + 2)k2m +1

ak m =o 4má + 1 m =o
4má + 1

The distortion factor is obtained as

where,

(1 + k)2(1 - k) 8f3 (1 - k) a2f31
B1'1 4f3(k) ak + 2 ak2 )'

a2 f3 . 2m(2m - 1)k2m-2 ctc. (2m+ 2)(2m + 1)k2m
ak2 m_o 4m! + 1 m-o 4m -b; + 1

'Ti

(3.44)

(3.45)

(3.46)

(3.47)

When both the current and potential electrodes are on the dike, from equation

(2.65), the dilution factor is written

where,

(1-k2) aft
B1

2f4(k) ak

°O k2m+2 0o k2m+2
k -1f4( )- + 4(m+1)á+1+m=04(m+1)á-1

00
- k2m+1 00 k2m+1

- m = o 2((2m + 1)-1t, + Q l -1 m,=o 2((2m + 1) á- á¡+ 1 '\ I \

aft
ak

r. (2m + 2)k2n`+1 (2m + 2)k2`+1

m=o 4(m+1)á +1 +m=o 4(m+1)á -1

0 (2m + 1)k2m ,
m=.0

(2m + 1)k2m

2((2m + 1) á + f) -1 2((2m + 1)! - á),0
The distortion factor is

(1 - k2)(1 - k) (1 + k) a2f4 aft
B1'1 4f4(k) ( 2 ak2

(3.48)

(3.49)

(3.50)

(3.51)



where,
a2f4 . (2m-}-2)(2m+1)k2m
ak2 m=o 4(m + 1) á + 1

+
m=o 4(m + 1) 0. -1

°° (2m + 1)2mk2m-1

t(2m + 2)(2m + 1)k2ñi

m(2 + 1)á -á2
C

) +l
By a similar analysis, we obtain the dilution and distortion factors when the

current electrode is on the dike and the potential electrode is on the right side of

the dike.

m=o 2 ((2m + 1) á + á ) - 1

(2m + 1)2mk2m-1
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(3.52)

and

where,

81-1-(1-k2) af5,
2f5(k) ak

(1 + k)
2

(1 - k) ah (1 -- k) 52f5)
(

B1'1 4f5(k) \ ak 2 ak2 '

k2m

f5(k) _
00 k2m+1

2_, 4m á+ 1 mE=0 2 ( (2m + 1)!

°O k277-t+1 °° k2m+2

mE=04má+1 C

(3.53)

(3.54)

(3.55)

af5(k) . 2mkb2m-1 (2m + 1)k2m¡ak m=o 4m á+ 1 m=o 2((2m + 1)! -á)+ 1

(2m + 1)k2m . (2m + 2)k2m+1+ j , (3.56)
m=o 4m! + 1 m.=o 2 (( 2m + 1) á- á )+ 1
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5 2m(2m -1)k2m-2 (2m -I- 1)2mk2m -1

ak2
m =0

4m -b; 1 m-o 2((2m 1)! - á) + 1

00 (2m - 1)2mk2m -1 c. (2m + 2)(2m + 1)k2m
. (3.57)j 6 j

m =o 4mñ -} 1 1 ) !

Finally, the dilution and distortion factors for the last case in which both elec-

trodes are at the right side of the dike are obtained from the dc apparent resistivity

equation (2.69) which are

B1=1(1-k2) afs
2fs(k) ak

(1 + k)2(1 - k)
(

af5 1 - k a2fs
B1'1

4f6(k) ak + 2 ak2 )'
where,

°O k2m+1 °° k2m+1
f6(k) = i + E

m-o 2((2m - 1)! - (-1.-,) + 1 m-o 2 ((2m + 1)! -á ) + 1

afs (2m + 1)k2m (2m + 1)k2m

ak m-0 2((2m-1)á-á)+1 m=0 2((2m+1)d-á)+1

0216 (2m + 1)2mk2m -1 ,. (2m + 1)2mk2m-1
ak 2 2((2m -1)-- á+ 1 m =o 2((2m + 1)! -á + 1

By following the same identities, the dilution and distortion factors are also

calculated for a dipole -dipole array located on the dike by taking the first and

second derivatives of pa / p obtained in section 2.2.1.2.

(3.58)

(3.59)

(3.61)

(3.62)
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3.3 Numerical Examples

Consideration will now be given to investigating how the distortion and dilution

factors change with the resistivity contrast, electrode arrays, amount of polarizable

material, and size of body. The dimensionless dilution and distortion factors are

obtained for pole -pole and dipole -dipole arrays when the dike and surrounding rocks

are polarizable. Then these factors are plotted as a function of d/a for various values

of p2 /p1 and thickness of the dike (2b). The results are presented in Figures 3 -3

through 3 -10.

In numerical examples, we used 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, and 80 terms to check the

convergence of the series for the thick -dike model. Finally, we saw that the results

did not change after about 30 terms. However, results changed until 300 terms for

the dilution factor and about 500 terms for the distortion factor when b/a = 0.25

and p2 / p1 = 0.01 (Table 3 -1). Here we computed the series with 600 terms to

obtain dilution and distortion curves by using the Fortran computer program given

in Appendix B. The numerical convergence of B2 and B22 are given in Table 3 -1.

The dilution factors for all cases approach 1 as the electrodes move far from the

dike. As the electrodes get far away from the dike, pa pi, using the definition

of B1 equation (3.2), we see that B1 --> 1. Following the same procedure, we can

easily show that B1,1 -+ 0, as the electrodes are away from the dike.

We first consider the case for b = 4a. The dilution and distortion factors as

functions of the position of electrodes (d /a) are plotted in Figure 3 -3 for pole -pole

and dipole - dipole arrays. The dilution factor of a dike for the pole -pole array shows

low anomalies over the dike on the logarithmic scale when the dike is both resistive

and conductive, as shown in Figure 3 -3a. The highest anomaly is obtained when

the dike has high resistivity (p2 /pl = 10Slm). The dilution curves for dipole-dipole

arrays show pronounced polarization highs over the dike and a barely perceptible
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paradoxical minimum in the central region of the dike on the linear scale (Fig. 3 -3c).

The highest peaks are obtained when there is no resistivity contrast between the dike

and the surrounding rocks (p2 /pl = 1). As the dike becomes resistive or conductive,

the peaks become smaller and the dilution factors over the dike approach one. On

both sides of the dike, there are regions in which the dilution factor does not change

with d /a. When the dike is very resistive, the dilution factor in this flat region

approaches zero. As the dike becomes conductive, the dilution factor in this flat

region approaches one. The distortion factor for pole -pole array shows the lowest

anomaly on both sides of the dike and a paradoxical maximum in the centrer of

the dike, as shown in Figure 3 -3b. When the dike is very resistive, the distortion

factor approaches zero over the dike. On the other hand, the distortion factor for

the dipole - dipole array shows four positive peaks over the dike and both sides of the

dike (Fig. 3 -3d). These peaks are flanked by two lower anomalies on the right and

left side of the dike. Although the distortion factor for pole-pole shows negative

anomalies over the dike, the positive anomalies are obtained at the center of the

dike for dipole- dipole array.

Attention next is given to the case b = 2a. The dilution and distortion fac-

tors for pole -pole and dipole -dipole arrays as a function of d/a plots are shown in

Figures 3 -4 and 3 -5. The dilution and distortion factors for the pole -pole array are

similar to those for the case b = 4a. However, in this case, the width of anomalies

over the dike is smaller than the width of anomalies in the case b = 4a. The di-

lution factor for the dipole -dipole array shows high anomalies over the dike with a

sharp highest point in the center of the dike. The highest value of dilution factor

is approximately 1.4 when p2 /p1 = 1., 0.552m. As the dike becomes resistive and

conductive the peak values approach one. Unlike four peaks for the case b = 4a,
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the distortion factor has three positive peaks in this case for the dipole -dipole array.

These peaks are flanked by adjacent low anomalies, as shown in Figure 3 -5b.

The dilution and distortion factors as functions of d/a plots are shown in Fig-

ures 3 -6 and 3 -7 for pole -pole and dipole -dipole arrays. In this case, the width of

dike is 2a. The dilution and distortion factors show anomalies similar to those in

case b = 4a for pole -pole array as shown in Figures 3 -6a and 3 -6c. When the dike is

very conductive (p2 /pi = 0.01), the dilution and distortion factors for dipole- dipole

arrays are almost the same. As the dike becomes resistive, three peaks for distor-

tion and three low values for dilution are obtained; one is in the center of the dike

and the other two are on both sides of the dike. The low values in the center of

the dike become larger when the dike becomes more conductive. Since these three

low values are flanked by two high anomalies, upside -down W- shaped anomalies are

obtained as shown in Figure 3 -7a. When the dike is resistive, the distortion factors

for dipole- dipole array have also three high peaks. The peak in the middle is the

highest (B2,2 = 0.45forp2 /pi = 10.). When the dike is conductive, distortion fac-

tors show a low peak on the center of the dike instead of a high peak. The W -shape

structure becomes upside down (as shown in Figure 3 -7b). When the dike is very

conductive (p2 / Pi = 0.01), the distortion factor shows a very small variation about

zero.

We also considered the case b = 0.5a and present the results in Figures 3 -8

and 3 -9. The dilution factors show one lowest value in the center and two peaks at

both sides of the dike when the dike is resistive. As the dike becomes conductive,

the low at the center of dike becomes high. As the dike gets more conductive,

the distortion factors over the dike approach zero. When the dike is resistive, the

distortion factor shows a high positive peak in the center of the dike. The peak gets

sharper and the value of the peak gets larger as the dike becomes more resistive
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(B2,2 = 0.4 for p2/pi = 10.). For a dipole - dipole array, instead of a peak, there is a

region in which the dilution factor does not change with d/a as shown in Figure 3 -9a.

The value of the distortion factor in this flat region becomes smaller as the dike

becomes conductive. Two positive peaks at each side of the dike are still obtained,

and the flat region and the two peaks are flanked by two adjacent low anomalies.

The distortion factor for the dipole -dipole array as a function of d/a is shown in

Figure 3 -9b. Over the dike, the distortion factor does not change with d/a and the

values of distortion are largest for the resistive dike and smallest for the conductive

dike. For both conductive and resistive dikes, there are two positive peaks on each

side of the dike. Two peaks and the flat region are flanked by low anomalies.

To complete the numerical results, we also calculated the case b = 0.25a for

pole -pole and dipole- dipole arrays and present the results in Figure 3 -10. The

distortion and dilution factors for both arrays show similar anomalies. The dilution

and distortion factors for both arrays have a flat area over the dike.

The IP dilution factor anomalies over the dike model are also interpreted and

compared with the anomalies over the hemispherical sink model. They are shown

in Figures 3 -4b, 3 -6b, and 3 -8b. Like resistivity effects, we have a nice correlation

between dike and hemispherical sink models especially when the dike is thick. It

is shown that a hemi -spherical sink can also be approximated in its polarization

effects by a vertical dike if the sink is not very narrow.

The expression for the apparent complex resistivity pa(iw) is given by equation

(3.4) when both regions are polarizable. If we assume that the surrounding material

is nonpolarizable (i.e., pi(iw) = pi, Si = 0), equation (3.4) can be written in simpler

form as

pa(iw) = pa[1+ B2S2(iw) + B224(iw) . . .], (3.63)
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where the distortion factor can be important if 62 is not very small (Wait, 1987). If

the higher order terms are neglected, the apparent complex resistivity is

pa(iw) = pall + B262(iw)] = p2(iw). (3.64)

When the magnitude of the apparent complex resistivity approaches p2i the phase

of pa(iw) is equal to [1 + 62(iw)1 from the definition of p2(iw). However, from

equation (3.63), we see that both the magnitude and phase of pa(iw) will not have

the same frequency dependence on the dike resistivity p2(iw) (Wait, 1987) because

of the B22S2 term. Therefore, we should not ignore the distortion factor in the

apparent complex resistivity equation for some cases.

We also adopt the Cole -Cole model to characterize the frequency dependence

of the complex resistivity of the dike model.

1

Pi(zw) = Pi(0) [1 1 + (iwT9

pi(iw) = p.i(0)[1 +

(3.64)

(3.65)

where, j is the number of layers (j =1,2), p(iw) is the complex resistivity, p(0) is the

limiting zero frequency (i.e., dc) value of the resistivity, m is the chargeability, T

is the time constant, k is the dispersion index and frequency dependence, w is the

angular frequency (w = 2 r f), and f is the frequency. For a simple Debye model

k = 1, but more typically k is the order of 0.5 for geophysical applications (Gruszka

and Wait, 1985).

We used real field data, measured by W. H. Pelton et al. (1978) on North

America massive sulfide and graphite deposits, to show the effect of distortion factor

for the complex apparent resistivity of the dike. Table 3 -2 shows some numerical
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values of pa(iw) including the first -order terms in equation (3.4) and of pa,(iw)

including the fist- and second -order terms into equation (3.4) when d/a is 2, n is

2, f is 0.5 Hz, k1 is 0.218, k2 is 0.349, 71 is 4170 sec, and 72 is 0.00000252 sec., the

chargeability of dike is 0.794, and the chargeability of surrounding material is 0.686.

Table 3 -3 shows the result of apparent complex- resistivity for different parameters.

Finally, the second- order terms are important when S is not very small and regions

are polarizable.
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TABLE 3 -1 (a)
d/a B2* B22*
6.00 -0.0031844 0.0004174
4.00 -0.0105285 0.0010475
2.00 0.9387321 -0.0566383
0.00 0.9387321 -0.0566383

-2.00 -0.0091848 0.0007344
-4.00 -0.0023970 0.0002358

* (M = 10)

TABLE 3 -1 (c)
d/a B2* B22*
6.00 -0.0032782 0.0005893
4.00 -0.0106934 0.0013027
2.00 0.9277785 -0.0627069
0.00 0.9277785 -0.0627069

-2.00 -0.0106934 0.0013027
-4.00 -0.0032782 0.0005892

* (M = 200)

TABLE 3 -1 (e)
d/a B2* B22*
6.00 -0.0032782 0.0005892
4.00 -0.0106934 0.0013027
2.00 0.9277784 -0.0627066
0.00 0.9277784 -0.0627066

-2.00 -0.0106934 0.0013027
-4.00 -0.0032782 0.0005893

* (M =500)
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TABLE 3 -1 (b)
d/a B2* B22*
6.00 -0.0032789 0.0005905
4.00 -0.0106941 0.0013039
2.00 0.9277940 -0.0627287
0.00 0.9277940 -0.0627287

-2.00 -0.0106929 0.0013014
-4.00 -0.0032776 0.0005880

* (M = 100)

TABLE 3 -1 (d)
d/a B2* B22*
6.00 -0.0032782 0.0005892
4.00 -0.0106934 0.0013027
2.00 - 0.9277784 -0.0627066
0.00 0.9277784 -0.0627066

-2.00 -0.0106934 0.0013027
-4.00 -0.0032782 0.0005892

* (M = 300)

TABLE 3 -1 (f)

d/a B2* B22*

6.00 -0.0032782 0.0005892
4.00 -0.0106934 0.0013027
2.00 0.9277784 -0.0627066
0.00 0.9277784 -0.0627066

-2.00 -0.0106934 0.0013027
-4.00 -0.0032782 0.0005893

* (M = 550)

b/a = 0.25, p2/pi = 0.01 M = Number of terms

Table 3 -1 Numerical convergence of B2 and B22 for dipole -dipole array
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TABLE 3-2
b/a p(0) B1 B2
4.00 9.00 -0.02 1.02
1.00 12.5 0.05 0.95
0.25 35.0 0.36 0.64

B11 B22 B12
0.02500 0.02500 -0.0500

-0.00625 -0.00625 0.0125
-0.19000 -0.19000 0.3800

pa(itU)* Pa(Zw)M
1.004 - i0.005 1.016 - i0.004
0.955 - i0.006 0.952 - i0.007
0.738 - i0.013 0.646 - i0.018

Table 3 -2 Numerical example to show effect of distortion term to apparent
complex resistivity

Data: d /a =3,n =2, pi = 0.2, P2 =2,m1 =0.794,m2 = 0.911,f= 0.5,k=
0.306, T = 0.0308

',with first - and second -order terms*with first -order terms
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TABLE 3-3
b/a p(0) B1 B2
4.00 1.30

I
-0.05 1.05

1.00 0.25 0.85 0.15
0.25 0.20 0.80 0.20

B11 B22 B12
0.01 0.01 -0.02

-0.11 -0.11 0.22
-0.05 -0.05 0.10

pa(iw)* pa(iwr
1.031 -{- i0.004 1.035 + i0.006
0.448 - i0.091 0.403 - i0.107
0.480 - i0.086 0.460 - i0.093

Table 3 -3 Numerical example to show effect of distortion term to apparent

complex resistivity

Data: d/a = 2, n = 2, pi = 100, p2 = 10, m1 = 0.4, m2 = 0.2, f = 0.1, k = 0.5,

T = 0.5

* with first -order terms # with first- and second -order terms
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CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis, the solutions of Laplace's equation for two different earth geome-

tries, two horizontal layers and a dike, are derived. The Bessel integral formulation

is used to obtain the potential over two horizontal layers. Apparent resistivity for

the dike model is found by using the image method. The series obtained by the im-

age method converges poorly when b/a is less than 1 where b is half of dike thickness

and a is electrode spacing. The thin dike and thin horizontal layer representations

are obtained by employing the Bessel integral method with thin -sheet boundary

conditions. We see that such an idealization is justifiable in the dike model, but

further corrections are needed if the dike is highly conductive or resistive. The

results for the thin dike are similar to those reported by Aguirre and Wait (1985),

who employed a simplified thin conductive sheet boundary conditions.

The numerical results of apparent resistivity for the conductive and resistive

dike models are presented in section 2.2. The main distinguishing feature between

the conductive and nonconductive thin dikes is that the resistive dike gives two

anomalously anomalies, whereas the conductive dike gives only a very slight re-

sponse. The corresponding results for the dilution and distortion factors relevant

to the IP response are given in chapter 3. In all cases, pal pi approaches 1 as the

spacing parameter d/a becomes sufficiently large while B2 and B22, in this limiting

case, vanish. It can also be shown that the higher order terms in the expansion

in equation (3.63) also vanish in this limiting case. It is shown that the apparent

resistivity and dilution and distortion factors are constant when the potential and

the current electrodes straddle the dike (b /a < 0.5 for pole -pole array and < 1
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for dipole - dipole array), but there is a characteristic decrease or increase as the

electrodes move away from the dike.

The results of the apparent resistivity for pole -pole and dipole -dipole arrays

agree with the results of Telford (1976), Keller (1970), and Ludwig (1967). They

also used the image method to obtained the apparent- resistivity curve over the dike.

Our results for the dike model are consistent with the results of Peters (1988) for

a hemispherical sink model. It is shown that a hemispherical sink can be approxi-

mated in its resistivity and polarization edge effects by a vertical dike if the sink is

not very narrow. This point was also made by Cook and Van Nostrand in 1966.

One of the important results is that the magnitude and phase of the apparent -

complex resistivity will not have the same frequency dependence of the dike complex

resistivity because of the higher order interaction. Therefore, we should not ignore

the distortion factor in the prediction of the IP response.
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APPENDIX A

Calculation of Potential by Using Image Method

When the current electrode is in the medium with resistivity pi and the po-

tential electrode is in the third medium with same resistivity, we should write the

potential equations of each image points. The potential is obtained when the cur-

rent is transmitted from the first medium to the second medium and also from the

second medium to the third medium which is

VO
'Pi TT'

1
27r a '

(A.1)

where TT' is equal to 1- k2. The first image point is located in the second medium

which has a distance a + 4b from the potential electrode. Then, the potential

equation for this first image point is

i jPl TT'(-k)2vi
2r a -I- 4b

(A.2)

The second image point is on the third medium and this gives a similar potential

equation. When we add all of image sources potential equations into the real current

source potential equation, V°, we can calculate the potential equation for this case.

°O 2m
V1=21(1-k2)4mb+

am=0
(A.3)

Then, the apparent resistivity from the relation between V and pa is obtained.

or

27-a Vi 2
00 k2m

Pl I
-(1-k )4mQ.1,

°° k2m
Pa

= (1 - k2)
P1 4m á - 1 .

(A.4)

(A.5)
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The fourth case we will consider is that in which the current and potential

electrodes are on the dike (Fig. 2 -6). The real current potential as the earth were

homogeneous is

vo IP2
2Q 27ra

(A.6)

The potential equation for the right side of the first image point can be written

when the current source is first reflected from the second boundary (Fig. 2 -6a).

4P2 -k
Ve a 27r 2(b + d) -a

(A.7)

Then, we can write potential equation for each image point which are first reflected

from the second boundary by similar way.

42 ( -k)2
vec 27r 4b+ a

l, 42 (-k)3
v2a 27r 2(3b + d) -a

1P2 (-k)4
1/'

a 27r 8b + a.

(A.8)

(A.9)

(A.10)

The potential equations obtained from the image points for the left side of the dike

which is the first reflected from the first boundary (Fig. 2 -6b) are written as

o I -k
v2b 27r 2b - 2d

IP2 (_k)2
v2b 27r 4b-a

» 42 (-k)3
v26 27r 2(3b - d)

.

ni IP2 (-k)4
v2b 27r 8b -a
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The real current potential and image current potentials are added together to

calculate the potential for this case.

where,

Then,

°O k 2m k°° 2m

= jP2P1 1
k2V2

27r pl a + k [ E 4(m + 1)b -I- a + E 4(m -{-1)b -a ]m-0 m=0

-k[
m_o

k2m. °O k2m

2[(2m + 1)b + d] -a + E 2[(2m + 1)b -d] + a] ]'m-0

p2 1 + k

pl - 1-k

v2
jPi (1 -F kl 1

°° k2m k2m

27r \1-kl [a [ 4(m--1)b+a - 4(m-{-1)b-a]m-0 m=0

k2m °°
-k

[10 2[(2m + 1)b -d] -a +
m=0

k2m

2[(2m-{-1)b-d]-{-a]]
(A.17)

When the current electrode is on the dike and the potential electrode is on

the third medium, we should write the potential equation by following the same

method. If image points are located on the left of the dike, the current source is

first transmitted from the second medium to the third medium.

vo jP2 Ti
3a - 27r a

v, jP2 T'(-k)2
sa- 27r 4b+a

jp2 T,(-k)4
3a

27r 8b + a

(A.18)

(A.19)

(A.20)

If the image points are located on the right side of the dike, the current source is first

reflected from the first boundary and then transmitted from the second medium to

the third medium.

Vo
jP2 TI (-k)3b - - 27r (a 2b - 2d)'

(A.21)
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' I p2
r'(-k)3 (A.22)

V3b = 2r 2(3b -d) +a

When we add these potential equations for infinite image points, we obtain potential

equation for this case.

00 2m °O 2m l
v3 - Ip2 p1 T,[1 + k2

k
k

k , (A.23)
27r pl a m=0 4(m + 1)b + a m=o 2[(2m + 1)b -d] + a

or

I
Ft°

k2m °O k2m

V3 2r(1+k) 4mb+a
k 2[(2m+1)b-d]m-0 m=0 a1

(A.24)
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APPENDIX B

Computer Programs
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*************************t**************************************
* * * * ** APPENDIX B
********************************* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * **

* 1. COMPUTER PROGRAM TO COMPUTE APPARENT RESISTIVITY,DILUTION,
* AND DISTORTION FACTORS FOR THIN SHEET(PL- PL,DIP -DIP)

* SX = r «/ dp2
* SRA = Ratio of apparent resistivity to first layer resistivity,
* SB2 = Dilution factor,
* SB22 = Distortion factor,
* HO = Struve function of zore order,
* Hl = Struve function of first order.
********************************** * ** ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * **

IMPLICIT REAL *8 (A- H2O -Z)

REAL SX,SRA,SB2,SB22
DIMENSION H0(500),H1(500)
COMMON PI
HO(2)= 2.576687200
H0(4)= 2.1473609D0
HO(6)= 1.9008083D0
HO(8)= 1.728918800
HO(10)= 1.597830000
HO(12)= 1.492469100
HO(16)= 1.330040700
HO(18)= 1.2650962D0
HO(20)= 1.207864300
HO(24)= 1.110935200
H0(30)= 0.996356500
H0(32)= 0.9641303100

HO(40)= 0.856174300
H0(50)= 0.7540746D0
HO(60)= 0.675421300
HO(70)= 0.6125073D0
HO(80)= 0.560796700
HO(90)= 0.517406700
H0(100)= 0.480399600
H0(120)= 0.420466500
H0(140)= 0.373897400
H0(150)= 0.354274600
H0(160)= 0.336598600
H0(180)= 0.306020600
H0(200) =0.280483100
H0(210)= 0.269228500
H0(240)= 0.240233800
H0(270)= 0.216794200
H0(280)= 0.209948600
H0(300) =0.197456100
H0(320)= 0.186342400
HO(360) =0.167434ODO
H0(400)= 0.151955300
H0(500) =0.123300800
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**************************

H1(2)=31.8598977D0
H1(4)=15.9646484D0
H1(6)=10.6765530D0
H1(8)=8.0390271D0
H1(10)=6.4610718D0
H1(12)=5.4124930D0
H1(16)=4.1084779D0
H1(18)=3.6764644D0
H1(20)=3.3322907D0
H1(24)=2.8193039D0
H1(30)=2.3120894D0
H1(32)=2.1865686D0
H1(40)=1.8144645D0
H1(50)=1.5236461D0
H1(60)=1.334971000
H1(70)=1.203881600
H1(80)=1.108266700
H1(90)=1.035944100
H1(100)=0.979670100
H1(120)=0.898558200
H1(140)=0.843675000
H1(150)=0.822597100
H1(160)=0.804625200
H1(180)=0.775767000
H1(200)=0.7537961D0
H1(210)=0.744720400
H1(240)=0.723030900
H1(270)=0.7072633D0
H1(280)=0.702954400
H1(300)=0.695435200
H1(320)=0.689119000
H1(360)=0.679179800
H1(400)=0.671801000
H1(500)=0.6599488D0

***************************

IR=O

PI=3.1415926535798900
WRITE(6,*)'READ NE, 1=POLE-POLE, 2=DIP-DIP'

READ(5,*)NE
GO TO(10,20)NE

10 OPEN(UNIT=70,FILE='THPP.DAT',STATUS='NEW')
X=0.0200

1 X2=X*X

N=IIDNNT(X*100.0D0)
RA=PI*.500*X*HO(N)
B2=-X*(2.000/PI-H1(N))/HO(N)
B22=(X*(2.OD0/PI-H1(N))+X2*.5D0*(H1(N)/X-HO(N)))/HO(N)
SX=SNGL(DLOG10(X))
SRA=SNGL(RA)
SB2=SNGL(B2)
SB22=SNGL(B22)
WRITE(6,*)SX,SRA,SB2,SB22
WRITE(70,*)SX,SRA,SB2,SB22
IF(X.LT..100)GO TO 100
IF(X.LT.1.OD0)GO TO 200

GO TO 300
100 X=X+.02

GO TO 1

200 X=X+.10D0
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GO TO 1

300 X=X+1.OD0
IF(X.LE.5.O1D0)GO TO 1
GO TO 400

400 X2=X*X
RA=PI*.5D0*X*HOS(X)
B2=-X*(2.OD0/PI-H1S(X))/HOS(X)
B22=(X*(2.ODO/PI-H1S(X))+X2*.5D0*(H1S(X)/X-HOS(X)))/HOS(X)
SX=SNGL(DLOG10(X))
SRA=SNGL(RA)
SB2=SNGL(B2)
SB22=SNGL(B22)
WRITE(6,*)SX,SRA,SB2,SB22
WRITE(70,*)SX,SRA,SB2,SB22
IF(X.LT.10.OD0)GO TO 500
X=X+10.OD0
GO TO 600

500 X=X+1.OD0
GO TO 400

600 IF(X.LT.100.10D0)GO TO 400
CLOSE(UNIT=70)
GO TO 1000

20 OPEN(UNIT=71,FILE='THDD.DAT',STATUS='NEW')
X= 02

30 N=IIDNNT(X*100.OD0)
IF(N.LE.500)THEN
A10=H0(N)
A11=H1(N)
ELSE
A10=HOS(X)
A11=H1S(X)
END IF
IF(2*N.LT.500)THEN
A20=H0(2*N)
A21=H1(2*N)
ELSE
A20=HOS(2.0D0*X)
A21=H1S(2.ODO*X)
END IF
IF(3*N.LT.500)THEN
A30=H0(3*N)
A31=H1(3*N)
ELSE
A30=HOS(3.ODO*X)
A31=H1S(3.OD0*X)
END IF
IF(4*N.LT.500)THEN
A40=H0(4*N)
A41=H1(4*N)
ELSE
A40=HOS(4.ODO*X)
A41=H1S(4.OD0*X)
END IF

C WRITE(6,*)'X=',X
C WRITE(6,*)'A20=',A20,'A21',A21
C WRITE(6,*)'A30=',A30,'A31',A31
C WRITE(6,*)'A40=',A40,'A41',A41

S=-2.ODO*A30/3.Od0+A40/4.Od0+A20/2.Od0
SD=2.OD0*A31-A41-A21
SDD=-6.ODO*A30+4.ODO*A40+2.0D0*A20+(2.OD0*A31-A41
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C -A21)/X
C WRITE(6,*)'s=',S
C WRITE(6,*)'SD=',SD
C WRITE(6,*)'SDD=',SDD
C WRITE(6,*)'*****************.

RA=PI*X*S*6.OD0
B2=-X*SD/S
B22=X*SD/S-.5D0*X*X*SDD/S
SX=SNGL(DLOG10(X))
SRA=SNGL(RA)
SB2=SNGL(B2)
SB22=SNGL(B22)
IR=IR+1
WRITE(6,*)IR,SX,SRA,SB2,SB22
WRITE(71,*)SX,SRA,S82,S1322
IF(X.LT..1D0)GO TO 25
IF(X.LT.1.OD0)GO TO 50
IF(X.LT.10.DO)GO TO 75
X=X+10.OD0
IF(X.LT.100.10DO)GO TO 30

CLOSE(UNIT=71)
GO TO 1000

25 X=X+.02
GO TO 30

50 X=X+.1
GO TO 30

75 X=X+1.OD0
GO TO 30

1000 STOP
END

FUNCTION HOS(Z)
IMPLICIT REAL *8(A- H2O-Z)

COMMON PI
Y= 1.ODO /Z

Y2 =Y *Y

Y3 =Y2 *Y

Y5 =Y3 *Y2

Y7 =Y5 *Y3

HOS= 2. OD0 *(Y-Y3 +9.ODO *Y5- 225.0DO *Y7) /PI

RETURN
END

FUNCTION H1S(Z)
IMPLICIT REAL *8(A -H2O -Z)

COMMON PI
Y= 1.ODO /Z

Y2 =Y *Y

Y4 =Y2 *Y2

Y6 =Y4 *Y2

H1S= 2. OD0*( 1.ODO +Y2- 3.ODO *Y4 +45.0DO *Y6) /PI

RETURN
END
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************************ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **

* 2. COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR APPARENT RESISTIVITY

* FOR POLE -POLE ARRAY

* BA = b /a,

* R1R0 =

* R = k = reflection coefficient,

* DA = d /a,

* RARO = PQ /P

IMPLICIT REAL *8(A- H2O -Z)

REAL SR
OPEN( UNIT= 59,FILE= 'PWO.DAT',STATUS= 'NEW')

BA= 0.250D0

R1R0 =.O1D0

R= (R1R0- 1.0D0) /(R1R0 +1.ODO)

WRITE(59, *)'R2 /R1= ',R1RO,'B /A= ',BA

112 WRITE(6, *)'ENTER M1'
READ(5, *)M1
IF(Ml.EQ.0)GO TO 111
WRITE(6, *)'M= ',M1

WRITE(59, *)'M= ',M1

WRITE(59, *)'D /A= ,RA /R0=

DA= -3.OD0

IR =1
**************************** * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **

* * * * ** When the current and potential electrodes are
located on the left of the dike:

6 IF( DA. GE.1.250DO.AND.DA.LE.4.0D0)THEN
RARO= 1.0DO +R /(2.0D0 *(DA- BA)- 1.OD0)

DO 1 M =0,M1

M2 =2 *M

FM2= DFLOAT(2 *M +1)

1 RARO= RARO- R *(1.0D0- R *R) *R * *M2/(2.OD0 *(FM2 *BA +DA)- 1.0D0)
****************************** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * **

When the current electrode is ont left of dike
and the potential electrode is on the dike:

****************************** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **

ELSE IF( DA. GT .0.750DO.AND.DA.LT.1.250D0)THEN

RARO =0.OD0

DO 2 M =0,M1

FM= DFLOAT(M)

FM2= DFLOAT(2 *M +1)

M2 =M *2

2 RARO = RARO- R *R * *M2/(2.OD0 *(FM2 *BA +DA)- 1.0D0) +R * *M2/

C (FM *4.ODO *BA +1.ODO)

RARO = RARO *(1.ODO +R)

* * * * ** When the current electrode is on the left of the dike
and the potential electrode is on the right of the dike:

ELSE IF(DA.GE.0.25DO.AND.DA.LE..750D0)THEN
C RARO=1.0D0
C DO 3 M=0,M1
C FM4=DFLOAT(4*(M+1))
C FM2=DFLOAT(2*M+1)
C M2=M*2
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C 3 RARO= RARO+ R* R*( R** M2 /( FM4* BA +1.OD0) +R * *M2 /(FM4 *BA -1.000))

C C -R *(R * *M2 /(2.0D0 *( FM2* BA +DA)- 1.0D0) +R * *M2 /(2.0D0 *(FM2

C C *BA -DA) +1.000))

C RARO = RARO *((1.000 +R) /(1.000 -R))

RARO =.000

DO 3 M =0,M1

FM= DFLOAT(M)

M2 =M *2

FM4= DFLOAT(M *4)

3 RARO= RARO +R * *M2 /(FM4 *BA +1.000)

RARO = RARO *(1.0D0 -R *R)
********************************* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * **

* * * * ** When the current electrode is on the dike and
* * * * ** the potential electrode is on the right side of the dike:

ELSE IF( DA. GE .- .250DO.AND.DA.LT.0.250D0)THEN

RARO =0.OD0

DO 4 M =0,M1

M2 =M *2

FM4= DFLOAT(M *4)

FM2= DFLOAT(2 *M +1)

4 RARO = RARO +R * *M2 /( FM4 *BA +1.0D0)- R *(R * *M2 /(2.000 *(FM2 *BA -DA)+

C 1.OD0))
RARO = RARO *(1.ODO +R)

* * * * ** When both electrodes are on the right of the dike:
********************************* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * **

ELSE
RARO =I.OD0

DO 5 M =0,M1

FM2= DFLOAT(2 *M +1)

FM3= DFLOAT(2 *M =1)

M2 =M *2

5 RARO= RARO +R *R * *M2 /(2 *( FM3* BA- DA) +1)- R *R * *M2/(2 *(FM2 *BA- DA) +1)

END IF
SR= SNGL(RARO)
SDA= SNGL(DA)
WRITE( 6,* )'IR= ',IR,'DA= ',DA,'RARO= ',RARO

WRITE(59, *)SR,SDA
DA =DA +.500

IR =IR +1

IF(DA.GT.4.0DO)GO TO 8

GO TO 6
8 GO TO 112

111 CLOSE(UNIT =59)

STOP
END
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*************************** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **

* 3. COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR APPARENT RESISTIVITY, DILUTION,

* AND DISTORTION FACTORS OVER THE DIKE BY USING DIPOLE-

* DIPOLE ARRAY

* BA = b /a, R = k = reflection coefficient, DA = d /a,

* RARO = pa /p1 , B1 = dilution factor of surrounding

* material, B2 = dilution factor of dike, B11 =
* distortion factor of surrounding material.
*************************** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * **

IMPLICIT REAL *8(A- H2O -Z)

COMMON BA,R,IN
REAL SR,SDA,SB1,SB11,SB2
OPEN( UNIT= 10,FILE= 'U6.DAT',STATUS= 'NEW)

C WRITE(9, *)'D /A= ,RA /R0=

IR =1

DA =6.OD0

DAM= DA +I.OD0

BA= .25000

RlR0= 10.OD0

R= (R1R0- 1.000) /(R1R0 +1.ODO)

R2 =R *R

IN =700

SBA = SNGL(BA)

C WRITE(10, *)' M= ',IN,' B /A= ',SBA,' R2 /R1 =100.'

C write(10, *)' D /A =',' RA /R0 =',' B1 =',

C S B11 ='

c 57 B11= (1.0DO- R2) *( -(1. ODO+ R)* D3(1.ODO,DA) +.5DO *DD3(1.ODO,DA)

c C *( 1.0DO- R2)) /(4.0DO *F3(1.ODO,DA))

c WRITE(9, *)DA,B11

c WRITE(6, *)DA,B11
c DA= DA -.1D0

c IF(DA.LT..250DO)G0 TO 102

c GO TO 57

* @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @@

6 IF( DA. LE.6.ODO.AND.DA.GT.3.250D0)THEN

C WRITE(6, *)'1'

C WRITE(9, *)'1'
RAR0=- F1(3.0DO,DA)- F1(3.ODO, DAM) +F1(2.ODO,DA) +F1(4.0DO,DAM)

DH=- D1(3.0DO,DA)- D1(3.ODO, DAM) +D1(2.ODO,DA) +D1(4.ODO,DAM)
SH=- DD1(3.0DO,DA)- DD1(3.ODO, DAM ) +DD1(2.ODO,DA) +DD1(4.ODO,DAM)

B1=- DH *(1.ODO- R2) *.SDO /RARO +1.OD0

B11 =(1. ODO- R2)*(-( 1.ODO +R) *DH +.5D0 *(1.ODO- R2) *SH)

C /(4.ODO *RARO)

B2= 1.ODO -B1

*@ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @@

ELSE IF( DA. GT .2.750D0.AND.DA.LE.3.250DO)THEN

C WRITE(6, *)'1,2'

C WRITE(9, *)'1,2'
RARO=- F1(3.ODO, DAM) +F1(2. ODO ,DA)+F2(4.0DO,DAM)- F2(3.ODO,DA)

DH=- D1(3.ODO, DAM) +D1(2. ODO ,DA)+D2(4.0DO,DAM)- D2(3.ODO,DA)
SH=- DD1(3.ODO, DAM) +DD1(2. ODO, DA ) +DD2(4.0DO,DAM)- DD2(3.ODO,DA)

B1=- DH *(1.ODO- R2) *.5D0 /RARO +1.000

B11 =(1. ODO -R2) *( -( 1.000 +R) *DH +.5D0 *(1.ODO- R2) *SH)

C /(4.0DO *RARO)

B2= 1.ODO -B1

* @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @@

ELSE IF( DA. GT .2.250DO.AND.DA.LE.2.750D0)THEN
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RARO= F1(2.ODO,DA)- F1(3.ODO, DAM)- F3(3.0DO,DA) +F3(4.ODO,DAM)
DH= D1(2.ODO,DA)- D1(3.0DO, DAM )- D3(3.ODO,DA) +D3(4.ODO,DAM)

SH= DD1(2.ODO,DA)- DD1(3.ODO, DAM )- DD3(3.ODO,DA) +DD3(4.ODO,DAM)

B1=- DH *(1.ODO- R2) *.5D0 /RARO +1.ODO

B11 =(1. ODO- R2)*(-( 1.ODO +R) *DH +.5D0 *(1.ODO- R2) *SH)

& /(4.ODO *RARO)

B2= 1.ODO -B1

*@ @ @@ @@ @@@ @ @ @ @ @ @ @@

C ELSE IF( DA .GT.2.ODO.AND.DA.LE.3.ODO)THEN
C WRITE(6, *)'2'

C WRITE(9, *)'2'

C RARO=- F2(3.ODO, DAM) +F2(2. ODO ,DA) +F2(4.0DO,DAM)- F2(3.ODO,DA)

C DH=- D2(3.ODO, DAM) +D2(2. ODO ,DA) +D2(4.ODO,DAM)- D2(3.ODO,DA)

C SH=- DD2(3.ODO, DAM) +DD2(2. ODO, DA ) +DD2(4.ODO,DAM)- DD2(3.ODO,DA)

C B1=- DH *(1.ODO- R2) *.5D0 /RARO +I.ODO

C B11 =(1. ODO- R2)*(-( 1.ODO +R) *DH +.5D0 *(1.ODO- R2) *SH)

C C /(4.ODO *RARO)

C B2= 1.ODO -B1

* @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @@@@@@

ELSE IF( DA. GT .1.750DO.AND.DA.LE.2.250D0)THEN

C WRITE(6, *)'2,3'

C WRITE(9, *)'2,3'
RARO=- F2(3.ODO, DAM) +F2(2. ODO ,DA) +F3(4.ODO,DAM)- F3(3.ODO,DA)

DH=- D2(3.0DO, DAM) +D2(2. ODO ,DA) +D3(4.ODO,DAM)- D3(3.ODO,DA)

SH=- DD2(3.ODO, DAM) +DD2(2. ODO, DA ) +DD3(4.ODO,DAM)- DD3(3.ODO,DA)

B1=- DH *(1.ODO- R2) *.5D0 /RARO +1.ODO

B11 =(1. ODO- R2)*(-( 1.ODO +R) *DH +.5D0 *(1.ODO- R2) *SH)

C /(4.ODO *RARO)

B2= 1.ODO -B1

* @ @ @ @@@@@@ @ @ @ @ @ @ @@

ELSE IF( DA. GT ..250DO.AND.DA.LE.1.750DO)THEN

C WRITE(6, *)'3'

C WRITE(9, *)'3'
RARO= F3(2.ODO,DA)- F3(3.ODO, DAM)- F3(3.ODO,DA) +F3(4.ODO,DAM)

DH= D3(2.ODO,DA)- D3(3.0DO, DAM)- D3(3.0DO,DA) +D3(4.0DO,DAM)

SH= DD3(2.ODO,DA)- DD3(3.ODO, DAM )- DD3(3.0DO,DA) +DD3(4.ODO,DAM)

B1= -DH *(1.ODO- R2) *.5D0 /RARO +I.ODO

B11= (1.ODO- R2) *( -(1 .ODO +R) *DH +,5OD0 *(1.ODO- R2) *SH)

& /(4.ODO *RARO)

B2= 1.ODO -B1

* @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @@

ELSE IF( DA. GT .- O.250DO.AND.DA.LE..250DO)THEN

C WRITE(6, *)'3,4'

C WRITE(9, *)'3,4'
RARO=- F3(3.ODO, DAM) +F3(4. ODO ,DAM)+F4(2.ODO,DA)- F4(3.ODO,DA)

DH=- D3(3.ODO, DAM) +D3(4.ODO ,DAM) +D4(2.0DO,DA)- D4(3.ODO,DA)
SH=- DD3(3.ODO, DAM) +DD3(4.0DO, DAM ) +DD4(2.ODO,DA)- DD4(3.ODO,DA)

B1=- DH *(I.ODO- R2) *.5DO /RARO +I.ODO

B11= (1.ODO- R2) *(- (1.ODO +R) *DH +.50D0*(1.ODO- R2) *SH)

& /(4.ODO *RARO)

B2= 1.ODO -B1

* @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @@@

C ELSE IF( DA .GT.- 1.ODO.AND.DA.LE.O.ODO)THEN

C WRITE(6, *)'4'

C WRITE(9, *)'4'

C RARO=- F4(3.ODO, DAM) +F4(2. ODO ,DA) +F4(4.ODO,DAM)- F4(3.ODO,DA)

C DH=- D4(3.ODO, DAM) +D4(2. ODO ,DA) +D4(4.ODO,DAM)- D4(3.ODO,DA)

C SH=- DD4(3.ODO, DAM) +DD4(2. ODO, DA ) +DD4(4.ODO,DAM)- DD4(3.ODO,DA)

C B1=- DH *(1.ODO- R2) *.5DO /RARO +I.ODO

C B11= (1.ODO-R2) *(- (1.0DO +R) *DH +.5ODO *(1.ODO- R2) *SH)
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C B2=1.OD0-B1

*@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
ELSE IF(DA.GT.-.750DO.AND.DA.LE.-0.250D0)THEN

C WRITE(6,*)'5,3'

C WRITE(9,*)'5,3'
RAR0=F5(2.ODO,DA)-F3(3.ODO,DAM)-F5(3.ODO,DA)+F3(4.ODO,DAM)
DH=D5(2.ODO,DA)-D3(3.ODO,DAM)-D5(3.ODO,DA)+D3(4.ODO,DAM)
SH=DD5(2.ODO,DA)-DD3(3.ODO,DAM)-DD5(3.ODO,DA)+DD3(4.ODO,DAM)
B1=-DH*(1.ODO-R2)*.5D0/RARO+ L ODO

B11=(1.OD0-R2)*(-(1.ODO+R)*DH+.50D0*(1.OD0-R2)*SH)
& /(4.OD0*RARO)
B2=1.OD0-B1

*********************

ELSE IF(DA.GT.-1.250DO.AND.DA.LE.-.750D0)THEN
C WRITE(6,*)'5,4'
C WRITE(9,*)'5,4'

RARO=F5(2.ODO,DA)-F4(3.ODO,DAM)-F5(3.ODO,DA)+F4(4.ODO,DAM)
DH=D5(2.0DO,DA)-D4(3.ODO,DAM)-D5(3.ODO,DA)+D4(4.ODO,DAM)
SH=DD5(2.ODO,DA)-DD4(3.ODO,DAM)-DD5(3.ODO,DA)+DD4(4.ODO,DAM)
B1=-DH*(1.OD0-R2)*.5D0/RAR0+1.OD0
B11=(1.ODO-R2)*(-(1.ODO+R)*DH+.5D0*(1.OD0-R2)*SH)

& /(4.OD0*RARO)
B2=1.OD0-B1

ELSE
C WRITE(6, *)'5'

C WRITE(9, *)'5'
RARO=- F5(3.ODO, DAM) -F5(3. ODO ,DA) +F5(2.0DO,DA) +F5(4.ODO,DAM)

DH=- D5(3.ODO, DAM) -D5(3. ODO ,DA) +D5(2.0DO,DA) +D5(4.ODO,DAM)

SH=- DD5(3.ODO, DAM)- DD5(3. ODO, DA ) +DD5(2.ODO,DA) +DD5(4.ODO,DAM)

B1=- DH *(1.ODO-R2) *.5D0 /RARO +I.OD0

B11= (1.ODO- R2) *( -(1 .ODO +R) *DH +.50D0 *(1.ODO- R2) *SH)

& /(4.ODO *RARO)

B2= 1.ODO -B1

* @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @@@ @ @ @ @@

END IF
SDA= SNGL(DA)

SR= SNGL(RARO)

SB1= SNGL(B1)

SB1I= SNGL(B11)

SB2= SNGL(B2)

WRITE(10, *)SDA,SR,SBI,SB11,SB2

C WRITE(6, *)SDA,SR,SBI,SB11,SB2
DA= DA -.20D0

DAM= DA +1.OD0

C WRITE(6, *)'IR',IR
IF(DA.LT.- 4.ODO)GO TO 7

IR =IR +1

GO TO 6
7 CLOSE(UNIT =10)

102 STOP
END

FUNCTION Fl(X,DAY)
IMPLICIT REAL *8(A- H2O -Z)

COMMON BA,R,IN
C WRITE(6, *)'1',BA,DAY,R

S1= 1.ODO /X+R /(2.OD0 *(DAY- BA) -X)

DO 1 M =O,IN
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M2 =2 *M

FM2= DFL0AT(2 *M +1)

1 S1= S1- R *(1.ODO- R *R) *R * *M2/(2.0D0 *(FM2 *BA+DAY) -X)

F1= S1 *12.OD0

C WRITE(6, *)'F1 =',F1

RETURN
END

************************ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * **

FUNCTION F2(X,DAY)
IMPLICIT REAL *8(A- H2O -Z)

COMMON BA,R,IN
C WRITE(6, *)'2',BA,DAY,R

S2 =0.OD0

DO 2 M =O,IN

FM= DFLOAT(M)

FM2= DFL0AT(2 *M +1)

M2 =M *2

2 S2= S2- R *R * *M2/(2.0D0 *(FM2 *BA +DAY)- X) +R * *M2/

C (FM *4.ODO *BA +X)

F2= S2 *(1.ODO +R) *12.OD0

C WRITE(6, *)'F2 =',F2

RETURN
END

*********************** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **

FUNCTION F3(X,DAY)
IMPLICIT REAL *8(A- H2O -Z)

COMMON BA,R,IN
C WRITE(6, *)'3',BA,DAY,R

S3 =.OD0

DO 3 M =O,IN

FM4= DFL0AT(4 *M)

M2 =M *2

3 S3= S3 +R * *M2 /(FM4 *BA +X)

F3= S3 *(1.Od0- R *R) *12.0D0

C WRITE(6, *)'F3 =',F3

RETURN
END

********************* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **

FUNCTION F3A(X,DAY)
IMPLICIT REAL *8(A- H2O -Z)

COMMON BA,R,IN
S3A= I.ODO /X

DO 11 M =O,IN
FM4= DFL0AT(4 *(M +1))

FM2= DFL0AT(2 *M +1)

M2 =M *2

11 S3A= S3A+ R* R*( R** M2 /(FM4 *BA +X) +R * *M2 /(FM4 *BA -X))

6 -R *(R * *M2/(2.0D0 *(FM2 *BA+DAY)- X)+R * *M2/(2.0D0

& *(FM2 *BA- DAY)+X))

F3A= S3A *((1.0DO +R) /(1.0DO- R)) *12.OD0

C WRITE(6, *)'F3A =',F3A

RETURN
END

FUNCTION F4(X,DAY)
IMPLICIT REAL *B(A- H2O -Z)

COMMON BA,R,IN
C WRITE(6, *)'4',BA,DAY,R

S4 =0.OD0

DO 4 M =0,IN
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M2=M*2
FM4=DFLOAT(M*4)
FM2=DFLOAT(2*M+1)

4 S4=S4+R**M2/(FM4*BA+X)-R*(R**M2/(2.OD0*(FM2*BA-DAY)+
C X))

F4=S4*(1.ODO+R)*12.OD0
C WRITE(6,*)'F4=',F4

RETURN
END

********************************************************

FUNCTION F5(X,DAY)
IMPLICIT REAL *8(A- H2O -Z)

COMMON BA,R,IN
C WRITE(6, *)'5',BA,DAY,R

S5= 1.ODO /X

DO 5 M =0,IN

FM2= DFLOAT(2 *M +1)

FM3= DFLOAT(2 *M -1)

M2 =M *2

5 S5= S5 +R *R * *M2/(2 *(FM3 *BA -DAY ) +X)- R *R * *M2/(2 *(FM2 *BA -DAY) +X)

F5= S5 *12.OD0

C WRITE(6, *)'F5 =',F5

RETURN
END

FUNCTION D1(X,DAY)
IMPLICIT REAL *8(A- H2O -Z)

REAL *8 M,M1

COMMON BA,R,IN
S1= 1.Od0 /(2.0D0 *(DAY- BA) -X)

C write(6, *)'5'

DO 2 N =0,IN

M= DFLOAT(2 *N)

M1= DFLOAT(2 *N +1)

R2 =R *R

RM= R * *(2 *N)

RMO= R * *(2 *N -1)

S1= S1 -(1. 000- 3. ODO *R2) *RM /(2.OD0 *(M1 *BA +DAY)-X)

& -R *(1.ODO- R2) *M *RMO /(2.0D0 *(M1 *BA +DAY) -X)

2 CONTINUE
D1= S1 *12.OD0

RETURN
END

FUNCTION D2(X,DAY)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-E1,0-Z)
REAL*8 M,M1
COMMON BA,R,IN
52=0.OD0

C write(6,*)'4'
DO 3 N=0,IN
M=DFLOAT(2*N)
M1=DFLOAT(2*N+1)
RM=R**(2*N)
RMO=R**(2*N-1)
R2=R*R
S2=S2+RM/(2.0D0*M*BA+X)

S -R*RM/(2.OD0*(M1*BA+DAY)-X)
S +11.ODO+R)*(M*RMO/(2.0D0*M*BA+X)

S -M1*RM/(2.OD0*(M1*BA+DAY)-X))
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3 CONTINUE
D2= S2 *12.OD0

RETURN
END

FUNCTION D3(X,DAY)
IMPLICIT REAL *8(A- H2O -Z)

REAL *8 M,M1,M2

COMMON BA,R,IN
S3 =0.0D0

C write(6, *)'3'

DO 4 N =O,IN

M2= DFLOAT(2 *N +2)

M= DFLOAT(2 *N)

M1= DFLOAT(2 *N +1)

RM= R * *(2 *N)

R2 =R *R

RMO =R * *(2 *N -1)

S3= S3 +(1- R2) *M *RMO /(2.ODO *M *BA +X)

6 -2.ODO *R *RM /(2.0DO *M *BA +X)

4 continue
D3= S3 *12.OD0

RETURN
END

*************** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** **

FUNCTION D3A(X,DAY)
IMPLICIT REAL *8(A- H2O -Z)

REAL *8 M,M1,M2,M0

COMMON BA,R,IN
S3A= 2.0D0 /((1.ODO- R) * *2 *X)

C WRITE(6, *)'3'
DO 4 N =O,IN

M2= DFLOAT(2 *N +2)

M= DFLOAT(2 *N)

M1= DFLOAT(2 *N +1)

MO= DFLOAT(N +1)

RM= R * *(2 *N)

R2 =R *R

RMO= R * *(2 *N -1)

RM1= R * *(2 *N +1)

A= R2*( RM/( 2. ODO *M2 *BA +X) +RM /(2.ODO *M2 *BA -X))

& -R *(RM /(2.0D0 *(M1 *BA+ DAY)- X)+RM /(2.OD0 *(M1 *BA- DAY) +X))

B= (1.ODO +R) /(1.0DO -R)

C= (1.0D0 -R) * *2

S3A= S3A +Z.0D0 *A /C +B *(

& 2.ODO *MO *RM1 /(2.ODO *MZ *BA +X)

& +2.ODO *MO *RM1 /(2.ODO *M2 *BA -X)

& -RM *M1 /(2.0D0 *(M1 *BA +DAY) -X)

& -RM *M1 /(2.ODO *(M1 *BA- DAY) +X))

4 CONTINUE
D3A= S3A *12.OD0

RETURN
END

FUNCTION D4(X,DAY)
IMPLICIT REAL *8(A- H2O -Z)

REAL *8 M,M1

COMMON BA,R,IN
S4 =0.Od0

C write(6, *)'2'
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DO 5 N =0,IN

M= DFLOAT(2 *N)

M1= DFLOAT(2 *N +1)

RM= R * *(2 *N)

RMO= R * *(2 *N -1)

A= RM /(2. ODO *M *BA +X)- R *RM /(2.OD0 *(M1 *BA- DAY) +X)

S4= S4+ A+ (1.ODO +R) *(M *RMO /(2.ODO *M *BA +X)

& -RM /(2.OD0 *(M1 *BA- DAY) +X)

5- R *M *RMO /(2.OD0 *(M1 *BA- DAY) +X))

5 CONTINUE
D4= S4 *12.OD0

RETURN
END

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **

FUNCTION D5(X,DAY)
IMPLICIT REAL *8(A- H2O -Z)

REAL *8 M,M1,M0

COMMON BA,R,IN
S5 =0.OD0

C write(6, *)'1'

DO 6 N =0,IN

M= DFLOAT(2 *N)

M1= DFLOAT(2 *N +1)

MO= DFLOAT(2 *N -1)

RM= R * *(2 *N)

RMO= R * *(2 *N -1)

S5= S5+R *M *RMO /(2.ODO *(MO *BA- DAY) +X)

& +RM /(2.OD0 *(MO *BA- DAY) +X)

& -RM /(2.0D0 *(M1 *BA- DAY)+X)

S -R *M *RMO /(2.0D0 *(M1 *BA- DAY) +X)

6 CONTINUE
D5= S5 *12.OD0

RETURN
END

FUNCTION DD1(X,DAY)
IMPLICIT REAL *8(A- H2O -Z)

REAL *8 M,M1,M0

COMMON BA,R,IN
S11 =0.OD0

C write(6, *)'5'

DO 2 N =0,IN

M= DFLOAT(2 *N)

M1= DFLOAT(2 *N +1)

MO= DFLOAT(2 *N -1)

R2 =R *R

RM= R * *(2 *N)

RMO= R * *(2 *N -1)

RM2= R * *(2 *N -2)

QM1= 1.0D0 /(2.0D0 *(M1 *BA +DAY) -X)

S11= S11+6.ODO *R *RM *QM1

& -2 .0D0 *(1.0D0- 3.ODO *R2) *M *RMO *QM1

& -R *(1.ODO- R2) *M *MO *RM2 *QM1

2 CONTINUE
DD1 =S11 *12.0D0

RETURN
END

FUNCTION DD2(X,DAY)
IMPLICIT REAL *8(A- H2O -Z)
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REAL*8 M,M1,MO,M2
COMMON BA,R,IN
522=0.0D0

C write(6,*)'4'
DO 3 N=O,IN
M=DFLOAT(2*N)
M1=DFLOAT(2*N+1)
MO=DFLOAT(2*N-1)
M2=DFLOAT(N+1)
RM=R**(2*N)
RMO=R**(2*N-1)
RM2=R**(2*N-2)
R2=R*R
S22=S22+2.OD0*M*RMO/(2.OD0*M*BA+X)

6 -2.OD0*M2*RM/(2.OD0*(M1*BA+DAY)-X)
S -R*M*RMO/(2.OD0*(M1*BA+DAY)-X)
S+(1.ODO+R)*(M*MO*RM2/(2.OD0*M*BA+X)
á -M1*M*RMO/(2.OD0*(M1*BA+DAY)-X))

3 CONTINUE
DD2=S22*12.OD0
RETURN
END

FUNCTION DD3(X,DAY)
IMPLICIT REAL *8(A- H2O -Z)

REAL *8 MO,M1,M,M2

COMMON BA,R,IN
S33 =0.OD0

C write(6, *)'3'

DO 4 N =O,IN

M2= DFLOAT(2 *N +2)

M= DFLOAT(2 *N)

M1= DFLOAT(2 *N +1)

MO= DFLOAT(2 *N -1)

RM= R * *(2 *N)

R2 =R *R

RMO= R * *(2 *N -1)

RM2= R * *(2 *N -2)

S33 = S33- 2.ODO *RM /(2.000 *M *BA +X)

S -4.ODO *R *M *RM0 /(2.ODO *M *BA +X)

S +(1.000- R2) *M *MO *RM2 /(2.ODO *M *BA +X)

4 continue
DD3= S33 *12.OD0

RETURN
END

FUNCTION DD3A(X,DAY)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H2O-Z)
REAL*8 M2,M1,M,M3,M4,M0
COMMON BA,R,IN
A=1.ODO/X
B=0.OD0
5=0.000

C WRITE(6,*)'3'
DO 4 N=0,IN
M2=DFLOAT(2*N+2)
M=DFLOAT(2*N)
M1=DFLOAT(2*N+1)
MO=DFLOAT(2*N-1)
M3=DFLOAT(N)
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M4= DFLOAT(N +1)

RM= R * *(2 *N)

R2 =R *R

RMO= R * *(2 *N -1)

RM2= R * *(2 *N -2)

RM1= R * *(2 *N +1)

A= A +R2 *(RM /(4. ODO *M4 *BA +X) +RM /(4.ODO *M4 *BA -X))

C -R *(RM /(2.OD0 *(M1 *BA+ DAY)- X) +RM /(2.0D0 *(M1 *BA- DAY) +X))

B= B +2.ODO *RM1 *(1.OD0 /(4. ODO* M4 *BA +X) +1.OD0 /(4.ODO *M4 *BA -X))

C +RM1 *M *(1.OD0 /(4. ODO* M4 *BA +X) +1.OD0 /(4.ODO *M4 *BA -X))

C -RM /(2.OD0 *(M1 *BA+ DAY) -X) -RM /(2.000 *(M1 *BA -DAY) +X) -

C M *RM *(1.0D0 /(2.OD0 *(M1 *BA+ DAY)- X) +1.OD0 /(2.0D0 *(M1 *BA- DAY) +X))

S =S +2. 000 *RM *((1.OD0 +2. 000 *M +M *MO *.5D0) /(4.ODO *M4 *BA +X)+

C (1.OD0 +2. ODO *M +M *MO *.5D0) /(4.000 *M4 *BA -X))

C -2.ODO *M *RMO *(1.OD0 /(2.000 *(M1 *BA +DAY) -X)

C + 1. OD0/ (2.0D0 *(M1 *BA-DAY) +X))- M *MO *RMO *(1.000

C /(2.OD0 *(M1 *BA +DAY) -X) +1.OD0 /(2.OD0 *(M1 *BA- DAY) +X))

4 CONTINUE
DD3A= (4.ODO *A /(1.ODO-R)* *3+4.000 *B /(1.ODO- R) * *2+

C (1.ODO +R) *S /(1.ODO- R)) *12.OD0

RETURN
END

FUNCTION DD4(X,DAY)
IMPLICIT REAL *8(A- H2O -Z)

REAL *8 M,MO,M1

COMMON BA,R,IN
S44 =0.OD0

C write(6, *)'2'

DO 5 N =O,IN
M= DFLOAT(2 *N)

M1= DFLOAT(2 *N +1)

MO= DFLOAT(2 *N -1)

R2 =R *R

RM= R * *(2 *N)

RMO= R * *(2 *N -1)

RM2= R * *(2 *N -2)

A= M* RMO/( 2.ODO *M *BA +X)- RM /(2.OD0 *(M1 *BA- DAY) +X)

& -R *M *RMO /(2.OD0 *(M1 *BA- DAY) +X)

S44= S44 +2.ODO *A +(1.ODO +R) *(M *MO *RM2 /(2.ODO *M *BA +X)

6 -2.000 *M *RMO /(2.OD0 *(M1 *BA- DAY) +X)

6 -R *M *MO *RM2 /(2.OD0 *(M1 *BA- DAY) +X))

5 CONTINUE
DD4= S44 *12.OD0

RETURN
END

FUNCTION DD5(X,DAY)
IMPLICIT REAL *8(A- H,0-Z)

REAL *8 M,M1,M0

COMMON BA,R,IN
S55 =0.OD0

C write(6, *)'1'

DO 6 N =0,IN

M= DFLOAT(2 *N)

M1= DFLOAT(2 *N +1)

MO= DFLOAT(2 *N -1)

R2 =R *R

RM= R * *(2 *N)

RMO= R * *(2 *N -1)
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RM2= R * *(2 *N -2)

S55= S55 +2.0DO *M *RMO /(2.0D0 *(MO *BA- DAY) +X)

& +R *M *MO *RM2 /(2.OD0 *(MO *BA- DAY) +X)

& -2.ODO *M *RMO /(2.OD0 *(M1 *BA- DAY) +X)

& -R *M *MO *RM2 /(2.OD0 *(M1 *BA- DAY) +X)

6 CONTINUE
DD5 =S55 *12.OD0

RETURN
END

**** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * & * * * *( * * * * * * * **
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********************************* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * **

* 4. COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR APPARENT RESISTIVITY WHEN THICKNESSES

* OF DIKE GOES TO INFINITY (POLE -POLE ARRAY)

IMPLICIT REAL *8(A- H2O -Z)

REAL SR,SDA
OPEN( UNIT= 59,FILE= 'hF6 DAT',STATUS= 'NEW)

WRITE(9, *)'D /A= ,RA /R0=

DA=-10.0D0
R1R0= .OlODO

IR =0

R= (R1RO- 1.OD0) /(R1RO +l.ODO)

6 IF( DA .GE.1.ODO.AND.DA.LE.10.ODO)THEN
RARO= 1.ODO+R /(2.ODO *DA- 1.0D0)

ELSE IF( DA.GT..0D0.AND.DA.LT.1.ODO)THEN
RARO= I.ODO+R

ELSE
RARO =(1. ODO- R /( -2. ODO* DA +1.OD0)) *(l.ODO +R) /(1.ODO -R)

END IF
WRITE( 6,* )'IR= ',IR,'DA= ',DA,'RARO= ',RARO

SR= SNGL(RARO)

SDA= SNGL(DA)

WRITE(59, *)SR,SDA
DA= DA +.2D0

IR =IR +1

IF(DA.GT.10.0D0)GO TO 8

GO TO 6
8 CLOSE(UNIT =59)

STOP
END
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